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I. Introduction
One of the fundamental tasks of the contributors to the inventory of 
Greek poleis is to decide which of the communities within each region 
were and which were not poleis. Doing so for Crete is less straightfor
ward than I foresaw when I first contemplated the project. I had anti
cipated that this task would be complicated for me by the paucity of 
evidence - literary, epigraphic, and material - for the fifth and early 
fourth centuries B.C. In many cases it would be necessary to argue from 
Hellenistic and later evidence that a particular polis had existed earlier. 
Whether or not a community was a polis seemed to me to be an uncom
plicated question. Was the community independent, did it mint coins, 
sign treaties, enjoy its own laws and courts?2 If so, it was a polis and 
would claim its place in the inventory. In fifty-seven cases, the weight of 
the combined numismatic, epigraphic, and literary evidence endorses 
such a conclusion (Fig. 1). But for another two dozen or so Cretan topo
nyms, appeal to these criteria fails to yield an unequivocal answer to the 
question, polis or not? For example, Stephanus of Byzantium (585.12) 
identified STfjXat as a polis. Yet the political and economic independ
ence of the Stalitai is quite clearly compromised in the only other evid
ence for the community, the well-known third century B.C. agreement 
between Stalai and Praisos (I.Cret. Ill.vi [Praisos].7).3 The agreement 
sets forth the terms by which the Praisians promised the Stalitai enjoy
ment of their chora, polis, islands, and a share of the revenue from har
bor taxes and from the purple-dye and fishing industries (I.Cret. 
III.vi.7A, lines 4-8 ejtl toîoôe EÔtnxav Hçaioioi SiaXiiaig tolv /Icoq- 
av xat tù.v nôXiv xat vaoovç iàg xat vûv ë/ovlfn x]at EÀÀipEviov 
xat ttoQCpUQOtç xat l/Øbarv öexalfiajg, tovtwv jtàvrœv to qpiaoov, l/- 
Øvtop pèv xaOoutE[g] I [x]at jtqôteqov; lines 19-20 èdoop,Ev e/elv . . . 
xat ouïe åtpaiQqøoiiEØa).4 The Stalitai agreed as well to provide the 
Praisians with rowers (B, lines 12-25). Of course, one might claim that 
Stephanus (or his source) used the word polis in its topographical sense 
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(as must be the case in the lines of the decree quoted above) or one 
might suggest instead a diachronic solution; Stephanus’ source reflects 
an earlier moment in the history of Stalai which by the third century 
B.C. was controlled by Praisos and so could no longer fairly be called a 
polis.5 Yet, the sheer number of problematic cases recommends a rééval
uation of the criteria.

Clearly, we must agree upon what a polis was, and perhaps as import
antly what was not essential to polis-ness, before we can determine 
whether or not a particular community was one. I doubt that there would 
be much opposition to the minimalist position that a polis was at the 
least a community of citizens. Unfortunately, for many communities 
there is no explicit, unequivocal evidence that they were or were not so 
constituted. If we move beyond this minimalist approach in search of 
more substantial signs of the polis, we discover as did Pausanias at 
Panopeus (Paus. 10.4.1-2), that not only can a community be a polis des
pite the absence of government offices, gymnasia, theaters, market
places, or public fountains, but that such accoutrements did not a polis 
make. Indeed, the papers and responses presented at the second annual 
symposium of the Copenhagen Polis Centre in August 1994, served to 
remind us how difficult it is to establish a list of criteria or indicia of po- 
lis-ness: decrees, ethnica, coinage, fortification walls, public buildings, 
officials, community cults, league membership, as each category was 
addressed the list of essential features of the polis seemed to shrink.

The present essay explores one criterion which has, at least in Eng
land and the United States, been privileged as fundamental to the defini
tion of the polis, namely political independence. In recent papers, M. H. 
Hansen has argued against the position that without political independ
ence a community was not a polis.6 The ancient record, Hansen ob
serves, nowhere premises polis status upon political independence. If 
such were the case, many of the ancient Greek communities we accept 
uncritically as poleis would not pass the test,7 and hundreds of commun
ities actually called poleis in contemporary sources would have to be de
nied the status of polis on the assumption that even good sources are 
hopelessly inconsistent in the way they use the term polis whereas mod
em historians know better how the term ought to be used.8 Rather, we 
should recognize that a community often remained a polis even if it hap
pened to be politically subordinate to another polis. In short, the depend
ent or hypekoos polis was not an oxymoron.91 expect that Hansen’s po
sition will meet with considerable resistance. If a polis was not an inde
pendent community of citizens then what, exactly, was it? Yet not only 
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are the arguments adduced by Hansen convincing, but, against the view 
that a community must be independent in order to be a polis, the ancient 
record for the status of many communities quite simply makes better 
sense. One example from beyond the shores of Crete will serve to illus
trate this final point.

J. M. Cook introduces his recent study of the political geography of 
the Troad with a definition of polis: “The word JiôXtç (city) is generally 
regarded as having a specific meaning in classical and Hellenistic times. 
It implied a community, often small but normally ranking as Greek, 
which was autonomous and not subordinated to another city. A com
munity which was so subordinated, and therefore did not have city stat
us was often spoken of as, for instance, a noXi/vtov, JioXtopånov, /(!)- 
Qtov, or more explicitly xaroixta, xcopr], or the like.”10 The focus of 
Cook’s article is the use of the theorodokia in determining political sta
tus, a practice which he rejects, but he begins the essay with a brief ex
ploration of local patriotism and self-definition, suggesting, it would 
seem, that a community might call itself a polis (and be so called by 
others) when its dependent status did not entitle it to do so. Marpessos is 
invoked as one example of this phenomenon. Pausanias (10.12) re
marked that the nearly-deserted remains of the Jiôkiç of Marpessos were 
extant in his day and quoted an oracle of the sibyl Herophile, whose por
trait has been identified on the fourth century and early Hellenistic coin
age of neighboring Gergis, in which she claimed to come from Marpes
sos.11 Cook suggests that the adoption of the sibyl’s portrait by Gergis 
for its coins indicates that Marpessos was a dependency of Gergis and so 
not a polis. He seems to attribute Pausanias’ description of Marpessos as 
a polis to the inflated rhetoric of a community which was proud of its 
standing as the birthplace and home of the sibyl. He notes, finally, that 
Lactantius I, 6 described the home of the sibyl as “in agro Troiano, vico 
Marpesso, circa oppidum Gergithum.” In his seminal study of the Troad, 
Cook had described the remains identified as the site of Marpessos 
(modern Dam Dere) as those of a village or small town which probably 
belonged to Gergis.12 Without the testimony of Pausanias (and Stepha
nus who also identified Marpessos as a polis13) there would be no reason 
to suggest that Marpessos was anything but a xaioixiot or xwpq of Ger
gis.

Marpessos emerges from the ancient record as a modestly sized com
munity situated within eight kilometers of the polis Gergis.14 The com
munity claimed to be the birthplace of the sibyl Herophile, whose por
trait appeared on the coins of neighboring Gergis, and a cult of the 
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Mother was probably located there.15 Pausanias and Stephanus identi
fied Marpessos as a polis. To be sure, Cook may well be right to identify 
Marpessos as a dependent community of Gergis, but several points in 
his argument require additional comment. (1) The numismatic argument 
is weak. The adoption of the portrait of the sibyl by Gergis might just as 
well reflect contested claims to her birthplace rather than to political 
status. Indeed, there were several traditions concerning the sibyl’s birth
place and home. If Cook’s point is rather that Gergis minted while 
Marpessos apparently did not, it should be noted that while coinage is a 
good indication of polis status, the failure to mint in and of itself does 
not indicate the opposite.16 (2) Pausanias and Stephanus may have erred 
in their identification of Marpessos as a polis, but that their usage of site
classification terms was loose must be demonstrated rather than simply 
asserted. (3) There is no doubt that communal traditions helped to con
stitute the polis as they did all types of community. That the ancient 
geographers and periegetes included local foundation legends in their 
descriptions of cities reflects not only their antiquarian interest in such 
matters, but also the fact that these traditions were as much a constitu
tive element of the polis as its buildings, monuments and institutions. 
Thus, if we are willing to admit the category of the dependent polis, the 
evidence for the status of ancient Marpessos may well lead us in that dir
ection.

Still, the question what exactly was a polis if not an independent com
munity of citizens remains. In answer to this question, Hansen proposes 
three criteria which may be used to distinguish the (even dependent) po
lis from other types of communities:17 (1) the presence of prytaneia, 
bouleuteria or ekklesiasteria and the institutions which these buildings 
accommodated, viz. magistrates having common meals, a council and an 
assembly;18 (2) the possession of a hinterland in the form of a territory 
bordering on neighboring territories; and (3) self-governance in ques
tions of citizenship, land ownership, inheritance and so on.

The essay which follows explores the evidence from Crete for the 
hypekoos polis. Earlier studies have addressed the question of dependent 
communities on Crete.19 This study differs from them not only in its 
interpretation of particular documents and categories of evidence, but 
also in its theoretical approach as a test case for the historicity of the de
pendent or hypekoospolis. It must be admitted at the outset that only sel
dom does the evidence carry us back into the classical or archaic 
periods. For the most part we must rest content with the Hellenistic 
record. Furthermore, there is very little evidence for the first of Hansen’s 
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criteria, the architectural expression of the fundamental political institu
tions of the polis, for the communities with which I will be concerned. 
The evidence is somewhat better for the two remaining criteria, hinter
land and self-governance. Finally, I do not pretend to have accomplished 
here a comprehensive study of the evidence for the hypekoos polis on 
Crete. Rather, I begin with studies of the Cretan terminology of depend
ency (II) and the use by Cretans of sub-regional ethnikci as part of the 
personal name and their collective use as well (III and Fig. 2). The two 
inquiries function in part as a preface to the fourth and final section of 
this paper, a study of the communities in the Mesara and the contiguous 
mountain highlands where the evidence for the political and social hier
archy of settlement is best (IV).

II. Terms for Dependent Communities
ILL Introduction

J. A. O. Larsen was the first scholar to give full weight to the epigraphic 
evidence for dependent communities on Crete.20 Earlier discussions had 
concentrated upon two passages in Aristotle’s Politics in which Aristo
tle equated the perioikoi of Crete with Sparta’s helots (Aristot. Pol. 
1271b40-72al, 1272b 18-19), and upon a passage from Athenaeus on 
Cretan terms for servile and dependent status (Athen. 6, 84). Athenaeus 
quoted a passage from Sosicrates’ Kqtjtlxol wherein the Cretan perioi
koi were defined as hypekooi, and added that the views of Dosiades on 
Cretan terms for various categories of servile status were “nearly 
equal”.21 Appealing chiefly to the epigraphic evidence, Larsen identified 
fourteen Cretan towns as “perioikic”: Aulon, Rhitten, Kaudos, Amyk- 
lai, Lebena, Bene, Boibe, Rhytion, and Matalon (all perioikic com
munities of Gortyn), the Kransopeioi (perioikoi of Phaistos and Gor- 
tyn),22 Herakleion (perioecic community of Knossos), Stalai and Setaia 
(perioikic communities of Praisos), and the Kerines (perioikoi of Elty- 
nia). The closest he came to defining precisely what he intended by the 
term is found in his assessment of the status of Kaudos: “...the commu
nity (sc. Kaudos) is seen to have been completely under the control of 
Gortyn but to have had local self-government. It certainly would have as 
good a claim to be called a polis as the perioecic communities of Spar
ta.”23 With few exceptions, subsequent discussions of dependent com
munities on Crete have focused upon just one type of community, the 
perioikic, and have appealed to an essentially Spartan model.24 While I 
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shall argue below that the evidence does support the identification of a 
number of these communities as dependent,25 the approach of Larsen is 
flawed on two counts.

The perioikic communities of Sparta have not received the scholarly 
attention they deserve. Fundamental questions about their internal struc
ture and their relationship with Sparta remain unanswered.26 Further
more, what we do know about the settlement history of Laconia and the 
development of the Spartan state should lead us to anticipate that the or
ganization of the perioikic communities of Laconia, not to mention 
Messenia, varied considerably from one to the other.27 The settlement 
history of Crete was if anything more complex and so we should expect 
greater variation in community organization and in the structure of inter
community hierarchies. As is becoming increasingly clear, remnants 
of the pre-Greek and Mycenaean populations continued to flourish on 
the island following the destructions of the thirteenth century B.C. 
(LMIIIB).28 The material record of dark age Crete reveals considerable 
regional diversity.29 We should expect that the conditions encountered 
by the later colonists to the island varied considerably from place to 
place and recognize that different conditions pose different problems 
and different problems demand different responses. Indeed, the dark age 
communities of Crete seem to have followed different paths toward po
lis development. For example, the abandonment of the three dark age 
settlements at Hagios Ioannis, Profitis Ilias and Charkiå Pervoli at the 
northern edge of the Mesara suggests that the foundation of Gortyn at 
the end of the eighth century B.C. was the result of a synoikism of these 
and possibly other villages.30 Knossos, on the other hand, evidently sur
vived the destruction of the Mycenaean palace and persisted as a nuc
leated settlement without interruption into the age of the city-state.31 In 
such case, not only should we avoid appealing to a mainland model for 
the dependent communities of Crete, but we should anticipate consider
able variation in the social, political and economic relations enjoyed by 
the autonomous and independent poleis with their dependent com
munities.

The discussion which follows explores the evidence provided by the 
Cretan epigraphic corpus for terms used to identify free but dependent 
populations and communities on the island. It must be noted at the out
set that the term perioikos is not securely attested on the island. Larsen 
invoked I.Cret. IV, 65, lines 7-10, a sacrificial law from Gortyn of the 
fifth century B.C., for the use of the term on Crete: tol ’AXilot oitv eq- 
øEvfa -] I [—]ct Tabe TtayOuplaTai JtEpiFoit-J. He suggested that the 
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clause established special regulations for the perioikoi. But M. Guarduc- 
ci suggested as an alternative the reading là ôè jra^Øopai’ oil jteql 
Fo i [x£ lov J.32 Otherwise there is only the reference to to.lç JteQLoixonç 
in a poorly preserved decree of a Cretan polis which forbids its citizens 
from pillaging Attica (/G II2, 1130, early 2nd century B.C.).33 Too little 
of the text survives to deduce the meaning of the term. The feminine 
form suggests that we might supply Jtoketg (or xmqcn), but if so it is im
possible to determine whether these perioikic communities were located 
on Crete or elsewhere.

II.2 vjroßotxog
Terms for the citizen and for the servile populations are abundant.34 
Only one, hypoboikos, probably refers to a member of a free but depen
dent population. The term occurs in a poorly preserved agreement 
between Lato and Gortyn of the late third century B.C. (I.Cret. I.xvi [La
to].!) which provides for the settlement of private law-suits between 
Gortynians and Latoans. A plaintiff from Lato was to choose a Gorty- 
nian judge and vice versa (lines 9-12). If the plaintiff prevailed, penal
ties were to be decided in accordance with those specified in the dzTz- 
gramma of the Cretans (lines 36-38).35 The final provision extends the 
terms of the agreement to a group called the tutößoLXOL (lines 38-40 
xotià là ainà ôè xat oi wtößotxot wte/ovTov tô ôlxolov tolç Aoitl- 
olç Toqtwl). Opinion is divided as to whether the wtößoLXOL were 
members of the community of Lato or Gortyn.36 The answer depends in 
part upon how one construes Toïç AortLOLg: construed with xcrtà là 
avia the provision required that the UJioßoLXOL in the same way as the 
Latoans were to be tried at Gortyn;37 construed with wte/ovtidv to 
bixcuov the VJtößOLXOL shall defend themselves against charges brought 
by Latoans at Gortyn.38 In the first alternative, the wtößoLXOL were La- 
toan defendants who would be tried by Latoan judges chosen by the 
plaintiff in the plaintiff’s hometown of Gortyn. In the second, the VJTÔ- 
ßotxoL were Gortynian defendants who would be tried by a Gortynian 
judge chosen by the Latoan plaintiff in the defendant’s hometown of 
Gortyn. Both constructions are grammatical, but are the legal proce
dures outlined in the two alternatives equally likely?

We know that the choice of judge was left up to the plaintiff. The prin
ciple clause concerning venue was apparently lost in the lacuna at lines 
13 and following. Several observations suggest that the second altern
ative proposed above is the more likely of the two. There are no close 
parallels, and none on Crete, for the procedure envisioned in the first al
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ternative (judges traveling to another town to try a case).39 Indeed, venue 
would have little effect upon the outcome of the case which was prob
ably decided on the basis of the testimony and oaths of the parties and 
their witnesses.40 The procedure for the selection of judges in this agree
ment (viz. the plaintiff selects a judge from the defendant’s polis) seems 
intent to strike a balance between the interests of the two parties. In sum. 
the weight of the evidence favors the second alternative; the ÜJioßoixoi, 
members of the polis of Gortyn who belonged to neither the citizen class 
(otherwise the provision would be redundant) or servile class (otherwise 
the master would represent the wioßoixog in court),41 were the prospec
tive defendants in cases brought by Lato.an plaintiffs. Such cases would 
be tried at Gortyn by a Gortynian judge who himself had been chosen by 
the Latoan plaintiff.

Granted that the wtoßoixot were a free but dependent segment of the 
population of the polis of Gortyn, did they form communities and, if so, 
what, if anything, may be concluded about the political status of those 
communities? Larsen compared the Gortynian wtoßoixoi to the Spartan 
perioikoi and from this we may conclude that he would have assigned 
the status of unoßoixog to the members of the ten perioikic commu
nities of Gortyn, although he nowhere said this in so many words.42

Furthermore, Larsen argued, the Gortynians used the term perioikos 
to refer to the same social group as hypoboikos, adding that the two 
terms may have been in use at different times, or used synchronically 
with varying emphasis.43 Neither of these claims has been received with 
great enthusiasm. Guarducci preferred Aristotle’s statements that the 
Cretan perioikoi constituted a serf class comparable to the Spartan he
lots. Rather, ürtoßoixog was the term used at Gortyn (and elsewhere on 
Crete?) for a class comparable to the Spartan perioikoi.44 Support for 
this suggestion was sought in the fragment of Sosicrates for which Guar
ducci proposed the emendation wioixoc (= Cretan furoßoixot) for 
pjif|xoot; oi KQfjieç xaXoûot...Toùg ôè jtsqloixovç uhoixovç.45

In all of this discussion, little attention was given to the historical con
text of the treaty or to the question why the provision concerning the 
UJlÖßoixol was included in it. The inscription may be dated epigraphi
cally to the end of the third or first half of the second century B.C. This 
suits the chronology suggested by the provision that damages be as
sessed in accordance with the diagrammet of the Cretans, an instrument 
of the Hellenistic Cretan xoivov.46 The agreement proper commences 
with a provision concerning the cessation of hostilities, the establish
ment of peace for all time, and the peaceful resolution of disputes (lines 
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5-7 [- xjàctnovôàvç äyev I [xai xàv rlpavajv al el xai xà bixaia 
ôtal[xQLVEV Ev àXXàXJoiç). A stipulation concerning the return of 
property follows immediately upon the promise to resort to the courts 
for conflict resolution (lines 7-9 xà pèv qxxvEpà JXQa^al[vxag av- 
ØapEQOJv ajtoôopEv, xœv ôè åcpalfvÉwv ôôpEV jxqJcé^iv). A precise 
context for the hostilities which this agreement sought to resolve cannot 
be identified.47 But it is clear that raids were conducted and property was 
stolen.

The western border of Lato was close to sixty kilometers east of the 
asty of Gortyn as the crow flies.48 A number of poleis lay between the 
two. The northern route between Gortyn and Lato passed through the 
territory of Knossos and Lyktos with whom Lato shared her western 
border. To the south of Mt. Dikte were a number of small communities 
including (from east to west) the independent poleis Biannos and Prian- 
sos, as well as Inatos, Pyranthos and Rhytion whose political status is 
unclear. Inatos does not concern us here as it seems to have belonged to 
the polis of Priansos.49 Stephanus identified Pyranthos (modern Pyrathi) 
as a small polis or kome located in the vicinity of Gortyn, referring to its 
inhabitants as o'l xaxotxovvxEÇ rather than jroXXxat.50 Rhytion (modem 
Rotassi) he identified as a polis and its inhabitants as JloXXxai.51 Strabo, 
on the other hand, claimed that Rhytion, like Phaistos, belonged to Gor
tyn.52 I suspect that small communities such as these located at the east
ern edge of the Mesara participated with Gortyn in the hostilities against 
Lato which were concluded by our agreement, and in the raids which lie 
at its heart, and that they were, as the geographers suggest, poleis depen
dent upon Gortyn, or in Gortynian terms ujioßoixoi.

Gortyn possessed a number of such communities which were as a rule 
located at the edges of the Mesara and so could be called, as Pollux sug
gests, neighbors of Gortyn.53 In other circumstances they were av- 
xôbixoi, but Lato requested and Gortyn conceded that in this instance 
all cases arising from the hostilities which were brought by Lato against 
members of these several dependent poleis would be heard in Gortyn. It 
is possible to suggest why Lato might request this concession. Not only 
would the establishment of a single venue have simplified the process of 
trial and recovery for the Latoans, but it would no doubt have been easi
er for them to find a sympathetic ear among Gortyn’s much larger popu
lation. In conclusion, the ürroßoixot were the dependent poleis of Gor
tyn. One of the rights which they enjoyed, was the operation of courts. 
As we have seen, in special circumstances Gortyn could abrogate this 
right. Finally, Larsen’s suggestion that the wioßoixot should be num- 
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bered among the aJtETaiQOt, a term from the Gortyn Law Code {I.Cret. 
IV, 72, ii, lines 5, 25, 41 ) which has been understood to refer to free non
citizens, has been uniformly accepted despite the absence of supporting 
evidence.54

II. 3. 8JIOLXOÇ
The term etcolxoç appears in an inscription of the late third century B.C. 
from Eleutherna {I.Cret. Il.xii [Eleutherna].22). The term appears in an 
uncertain context on the poorly preserved Face A of a block which is in
scribed on three of its faces. The text on Face B, the best preserved of 
the three, regulates the relations between Eleutherna and the Artemitai. 
The text seems to be continued on the third face where Guarducci re
stored [tccJç ouv0[T)xaç-Tôjv ’AQl[TE]piTâ[v-]. Guarducci proposed 
that ejiolxoç was a synonym for vjtoßoixog and that the ekoixoi men
tioned on Face A of this stone should be identified with the Artemitai 
mentioned on Faces B and C.55 However, ejtolxoç should probably be 
understood to mean “new settlers” or the like rather than taken as a so
cial status term.56 In such case, the term does not concern us, although 
the Artemitai may have been a dependent community of Eleutherna.57

II.4. XO)Q(X/XO)QLOV
The term /cnça in the sense of hinterland is ubiquitous in the texts of the 
Hellenistic period.58 Earlier, it appears only in the toponym Keoxoqoi = 
Kso/wpa? in a fifth century B.C. law from Gortyn concerning the use of 
public lands {I.Cret. IV, 43B, a).

Biol; tolv é[vj Kt](Jxôqou xoti I xàv èp nàXai JiuiaLtav eeIôo- 
xav {è'ôoxav} à jtokiç nuiEVoai. ali' xtç xavxav Jt^iaixo fj 
xalxaØE[l]xo, pf] xaxéxEØai xölt JtQiapévoi xà[v ôjvàv ppôlè 
[xà]v xa[xåJØ£øiw pqô’ evexIuqolööev ai pq êjti[p]ETQ[fji] xàlv 
EJtLxaQJiiav. vac.

Gods. The city leases the orchard? vineyard? at Keskora and at 
Paia for cultivation. If someone puts it up for sale or mortgage, 
neither the purchase price nor the mortgage shall he keep. Nor 
may he pledge it as security if he has not measured out the profit.

Keskora and Paia were probably located in the Mesara. Nothing further 
may be said about their location. Nor do we know to what precisely 
these toponyms referred (villages, districts, vel sim.). At issue here, as in 
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several inscriptions which were issued by poleis concerning their depen
dencies, is the use of land owned by the polis. In marked contrast to the 
provisions concerning the use of public land by the Rhittenians (I.Cret. 
IV, 80) these orchards were not alienable.59

/(OQiov appears in two classical texts from Gortyn in the sense of par
cels of privately owned land (I.Cret. IV, 46B, lines 7-8; I.Cret. IV, 52A, 
line 7). At the end of the second century B.C. the term was used in the 
Magnesian arbitration for Itanos and Hierapytna in reference to the set
tlement which Hierapytna established on sacred land belonging to the 
sanctuary of Zeus Diktaios (I.Cret. Ill.iv [Itanosl.9, line 86). As A. Cha- 
niotis has demonstrated, this unnamed settlement or village was both ag
ricultural and military in character.60 Bile maintained that this use of /(»- 
Qiov was unknown on Crete before the Hellenistic period,61 but Ptolemy 
(3.15.2) preserves the toponym ’'Iva /wqlov “village of Ina” which has 
been identified with the substantial remains at Perivolia in west Crete.62 
The settlement achieved its period of greatest prosperity only in Roman 
times, but ceramic evidence proves that it dates back to at least as early 
as the fifth century B.C. Gondiccas suggests that the village of Ina be
longed to Phalasarna during the classical and Hellenistic periods. Final
ly, there is the Cretan toponym Koqlov (Cretan for Xwqlov?) men
tioned by Stephanus, Kôptov; tôhoç èv Kq^tï] (Steph. Byz. 374.12- 
15).63

II. 5 xco^iri
The term xtnpr] occurs in a single inscription from Crete, a third century 
B.C. list of the leases of presumably public real property (land and 
houses) to seven proxenoi and one euergetes of Kydonia “to farm for so 
long as the lessors remain useful to the polis" (I.Cret. II. x [Kydonia]. 1, 
lines 2-3: Tctôe EJiQiaio a itoXig toîç jtqo^évoiç xapnEUEiv åg xa 
EJTiTaÖEioi ùtvii). The Kydonian proxenos at Arkades, Misgolas, was 
permitted to lease six plethra of grapes in the plain, another two plethra 
of grapes in Schinouris, and a house in the xcbpr] Aaxavta. Lachania 
has been identified with the substantial fortified site (archaic through 
Byzantine) on Kastellos Varypetro about seven kilometers southwest of 
Chania at the edge of the coastal plain.64

Lachania is the only toponym in the inscription for which the type of 
community is indicated. This in itself is of some interest to us. In addi
tion to the five parcels of land all planted in grapes located “in the plain” 
and the single parcel “on the island”, the proxenoi were sold vineyards 
E|i Moko/avu, èv tæt jiEÔioi xaxå BåØEtav, èv Mivtbiai JlOl TCL)l 
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noQiDi éø/orrøti], ejti Automat, and èv S/ivovpi, fallow land not toi 
Kopixoù, and a house èv toi 'Hqociôl. Heraïs, like Lachania, is distin
guished by the use of the definite article and by the nature of the proper
ty conveyed (a house). It was most likely a settlement of some sort (e.g. 
a district or suburb of the asty or a kome). Little may be said about Mo- 
lochas, Vatheia, Lipara and Schinouris. The observation that they, like 
Minoa, are referred to without the definite article may provide a clue to 
their nature.

Pliny included Minoa in his list of coastal oppida insignia (Pliny NH 
4.12.59). The toponym has been identified with the remains (archaic 
through Roman) of a large settlement at the southwestern comer of Ak- 
rotiri peninsula (modem Marathi).65 A second, smaller coastal settle
ment (classical to Roman) with the remains of houses and a guard tower 
or lighthouse connected to the shore by a fortified road, is located a short 
distance to the west at Limnai (south of modern Sternes).66 Stephanus 
included a Cretan Minoa in his lemma for the toponym, but it is unclear 
whether he intended the Kydonian Minoa (there was a second Minoa on 
the northeast coast of Crete) and whether he meant to identify the Cretan 
Minoa as a polish At the least, we are entitled to conclude that the top
onym Minoa referred to a sizeable coastal settlement with perhaps a de
pendent village and farmland, the latter including vineyards owned by 
Kydonia.

I suspect that the polis of Kydonia consisted of the asty (with Heraïs?) 
and its chora (the plain and the anonymous island) and at least two dif
ferent types of sub-units: xdtpai like Lachania and a second category of 
community of which Molochas, Vatheia, Lipara and Schinouris are ex
amples. These latter consisted, like Minoa, of a settlement and agricul
tural lands including some state owned parcels. Lipara has been iden
tified with one of the small islands located in Souda Bay opposite Mara
thi, although to the best of my knowledge no remains of a Greek settle
ment have been found on them.68

naoidepiç MaXiàôa Aurapaïoç Kqt)ç, a Cretan mercenary of the 
second century B.C., is probably to be identified as a resident of this 
same Lipara.69 Does the use of this sub-regional ethnikon as part of his 
personal name by a mercenary soldier in the Ptolemaic army suggest 
that Lipara enjoyed a political identity distinct from that of Kydonia? It 
is to this question that I turn next.
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III. Sub-regional ethnika
III. J Introduction: Patterns of Use of 

Sub-Regional Ethnika on Crete 
The following discussion focuses on two uses of what I will refer to for 
the time being as sub-regional ethnika: (1) the sub-regional ethnikon 
used as part of the personal name either alone or in conjunction with the 
regional ethnikon Kpfig/K^fjoo« (III.2); and (2) the collective use of the 
sub-regional ethnikon (III.3).70 M.H. Hansen and T.H. Nielsen have de
termined that in Boiotia (Hansen) and in Arcadia (Nielsen) city-ethnics 
(ethnics that refer to towns) are very good evidence for the po/A-ness of 
the city in question.71 May the same be said for the sub-regional ethnika 
of Crete? If so, this category of evidence may prove to be very important 
in determining the political status of communities which otherwise ap
pear to be subject communities.

Evidence for the use by Cretans of the sub-regional ethnikon as part 
of the personal name is for the most part Hellenistic (Fig. 2, columns II- 
VII). Examples in the archaic and classical periods are known only for 
individuals from Chersonesos, Dattalla, Gortyn, Kydonia and perhaps 
Priansos.72 The collective use of the plural sub-regional ethnikon on 
Crete was somewhat more common during the archaic and classical pe
riods and ubiquitous thereafter (Fig. 2, column VIII).73 Two factors, the 
uses to which writing was first put by the Cretans and the increased mo
bility of the island’s inhabitants during the late classical and Hellenistic 
periods, help to explain this pattern. Sub-regional ethnika as part of the 
personal name for the most part appear on Crete in one of two contexts: 
(1) to identify proxenoi and euergetar, and (2) to identify the dead who 
died and were buried away from home. Before the fourth century B.C., 
writing on Crete, at least on stone and metal, was used almost exclusive
ly for the publication of laws. There are very few examples of other 
types of public inscriptions (agreements between communities, hon
orary decrees and the like) or of private texts such as funerary monu
ments or dedications.74 The occasions which later prompted the publica
tion of ethnika in personal names simply were not very often recorded 
on stone or metal in the archaic and classical periods. Additionally, com
mon sense recommends what the evidence for the Hellenistic period 
confirms, that we are more likely to find the regional and sub-regional 
ethnika in personal names in references from outside of the individual’s 
home.75 Not only are more Cretans known to have left Crete during the 
late classical and Hellenistic periods than are known to have done so 
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earlier, but both the regional and the sub-regional ethnica were used as 
part of the personal name on more occasions beyond the shores of Crete 
than on the island itself: by victorious athletes, mercenaries, immigrants 
who struggled to keep or exchange the civic status of their birth and so 
on.

III.2  The Political Significance of the Use of the Sub-Regional 
Ethnika as Part of the Personal Names of Cretans

III.2.a Introduction
The foregoing discussion has sought to make some sense out of the 
chronological and geographical patterns apparent in the evidence for the 
personal use of sub-regional ethnika by Cretans and by others in refer
ring to Cretans. But what, if anything, does the use of the sub-regional 
ethnikon contribute to the matter at hand, the political status of the de
pendent communities of Crete? Of the forty-one Cretan sub-regional 
ethnika which were used in this way, thirty-five or roughly eighty per
cent represent communities which were quite clearly autonomous and 
independent poleis (Fig. 2, nos. 2-5, 7-8, 10-11, 13-15, 19-26, 29-31,33- 
34, 37, 39-48).76 The political status of the communities represented by 
the remaining six ethnika is more difficult to determine (Fig. 2, nos. 51- 
52, 54-56, 60).77 The fact that over eighty-five percent of the ethnika 
used as part of the personal name represent independent and autono
mous poleis provides a strong presumption in favor of a direct correla
tion between this use of the ethnikon and the identification of a com
munity as a polis. This presumption is strengthened by the observation 
that there is almost no evidence from Crete for territorial civic subdivi
sions within the Cretan poleis like the Argive komai or the Attic demoi.™ 
Rather, with the exception of a single reference to the pentekostys,19 the 
only civic subdivisions known from Crete are the phylai and in all but 
one of the poleis, Axos, the names of the phylai suggest personal rather 
than territorial units.80 On Crete the names of the phylai appear only in 
the dating formulae of public inscriptions and never as part of the per
sonal name and so are easily distinguished from the sub-regional ethni
ka which are our concern. The evidence for the political status of the six 
communities of the second group tends to support this preliminary con
clusion concerning the significance of this use of the sub-regional ethni
ka on Crete. As will be demonstrated below there are sound reasons 
apart from the attestation of a sub-regional ethnikon to argue that at least 
three of these communities were poleis even though they may not have 
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been independent and autonomous. We turn next to a brief review of the 
evidence for the political status of each of the six communities.

111.2. b.i Detonnion/Diatonion
Early in the second century B.C., the Gortynians attacked Knossos, cut 
to Alotoviov from her territory and handed it over to Lyktos. The terri
tory was later restored to Knossos as part of the settlement arranged by 
Appius Claudius between Gortyn and Knossos.81 Guarducci located Di- 
atonion near the modern village Astritsi, thirteen kilometers southeast of 
Knossos, where remains of an ancient settlement have been identified.82 
In 1976, M. Dothan reported the discovery of a funerary stele from Ak- 
ko, Israel, for Hypergenes, son of Eurymedes, Cretan from Detonion 
'YjtepYévnç I Ei)Q[o]pf|ô[o]ug [K]yf|ç I Aï][tô]vvloç [/]cxiq[e].83 The 
inscription has been dated to the second century B.C. on the basis of let
ter forms and the deceased has been identified as a mercenary soldier 
who fell “in one of the many battles of the 2nd century B.C.E. in the vi
cinity of Akko-Ptolemais”.84 S. Alexiou suggested that this inscription 
provides the correct spelling of Polybius’ Akxtovlov.85

111.2. b.ii Kourtolia
The unattested toponym Kourtolia has been deduced from the ethnikon 
KoDQTwXiatoç which appears in a third century B.C. dedication from 
the Redesieh, Egypt: ’AxéoTipoç Kqt]Ç KouQTœXiaïoç navi, oœOetç èx 
TQwyoômœv.86 P. Faure identified the proposed ancient toponym with 
to KovQTaXicûTixo (paQayyi and the KomaXid)Tî]ç JiOTap.ôg in Ha- 
gios Vasilios province.87 Faurc reported abundant remains on both sides 
of the river between the two villages Hagios Vasilios and Koxares at a 
spot which dominated the valley of the ancient Messalias river (modern 
ô Méyoig jtOTapAg). S. Hood and P. Warren reported their discovery in 
1965 of the remains of a “small Greco-Roman “city” on a flat-topped 
ridge which forms a natural acropolis” south of Koxares at the northern 
end of the gorge.88 The remains of buildings on the top of the acropolis 
and of building terraces and walls on its slopes were visible. The acro
polis may have been protected by a circuit wall. This is not Faure’s loca
tion for Kourtolia, but it is perhaps a better candidate insofar as Hood 
and Warren do not report Greek remains in the region which lies 
between Hagios Vasilios and Koxare. There is no evidence for the polit
ical status of Kourtolia, but if Faure is right to locate the ancient com
munity in the vicinity of the modern homonymous gorge it should be 
observed that the modern eparchy of Hagios Vasilios seems not to have 
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been dominated by a single large polis. Rather, the region appears to 
have been home to several small poleis including ancient Biannos and 
Psycheion?, as well as the unidentified settlements at modem Me- 
lambes, Koxare (ancient Kourtolia?) and Pantanassa.89

III. 2 .b.iii Lebena
An early fifth century inscription from Gortyn seems to preserve part of 
an agreement between Gortyn and Lebena (l.Cret. IV, 63). Five inscrip
tions dating to the third and second centuries B.C. concerning the ad
ministration of the Asklepieion at Lebena where they were found were 
probably published by Gortyn and so indicate that Gortyn managed the 
sanctuary during the Hellenistic period.90 These five inscriptions have 
been understood as decisive evidence in favor of the political absorption 
of Lebena by Gortyn early in the Hellenistic period.91 Polybius identi
fied Lebena as the port of Gortyn in his narrative of the civil war at Gor
tyn which seems to have run its course during the Lyktian war (221-219 
B.C.). Lebena was seized by the exiled faction, the véot, who continued 
to make war upon the party in Gortyn from there.92 In the final decades 
of the third century B.C. (co. 230-210 B.C.) ’'EjiatOoç Kag[-] was ap
pointed to serve as theorodokos for the ambassadors sent by Delphi to 
announce the celebration of the Pythia and Soteria (SEG 26 624 col. 
4.8). K. Rigsby suggested that the Delphic theoroi visited Lebena pre
cisely at the moment when the port was held by the Gortynian exiles and 
so freed from Gortynian control.93 The ethnikon Aeßrjvatog appears in 
the cure inscriptions from the sanctuary of Asklepios at Lebena (I.Cret. 
I.xvii.8, 9, & 15), in a late dedication also from Lebena U.Cret. 
I.xvii.27), and in the personal name of a Cretan mercenary in Egypt who 
scratched his name, Sœiàôag Aeßr]vaiog, on a noble’s tomb in the 
Thebaid.94

III.2.b.  iv Lip ar a
The toponym Lipara occurs in l.Cret. II.x (Kydonia).l, line 15 (ejtl 
Autåpai àvjiéXtov TeTQajiXéBçLOtv), the third century B.C. decree of Ky- 
donia providing for the lease of land and houses to proxenoi and euerge- 
tai of the polis. As previously discussed ( II.5) several of the toponyms 
found in this decree are best understood to represent sub-units but not 
necessarily civic sub-units of the polis of Kydonia. Although the site of 
ancient Lipara has not been identified, the location of another of these 
sub-units, Minoa, has been and may serve as a model. Minoa consisted 
of a sizeable conurbation with perhaps a dependent village and agricul- 
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tural land including public land which could be disposed of by the state. 
If the framers of the decree were consistent and careful in their descrip
tions of the location of the real estate made available to the benefactors of 
the polis, unlike Aa/avia (line 22-23) neither Minoa nor Lipara was a 
xcbpr]. Lipara may be identified as the hometown of IlaotØrpig 
Maktàôa Ain’aoatoç a Cretan mercenary who scratched his 
name on the Memnonion in Abydos during the second century B.C.95

III. 2. b. v Lykastos
Lykastos appears in the Catalogue of Ships (II. 2. 647, a^ytvoevia Au- 
xaoiov) and has long been identified with the ancient site at Kanli Kas
telli twelve kilometers southwest of Knossos in the foothills of Mt. Ida.96 
Stephanus quoted the Catalogue of Ships and identified Lykastos as a 
polis (Steph. Byz. 421.1 -5). Strabo described Lykastos as a former polis 
which had been destroyed and its territory taken by Knossos.97 These 
events had surely taken place by the early second century B.C. when 
Gortyn cut off from Knossos to Auxctortov and handed it over to Rhau- 
kos. The territory was restored to Knossos in 184 B.C. in the short-lived 
settlement arranged by Appius Claudius.98 A terminus post quern for the 
destruction of Lykastos is more difficult to determine. Two funerary epi
grams for the Cretan npaiaLibag AvxâoTiog appear in the Greek An
thology where they are attributed to Leonidas of Tarentum.99 Gow and 
Page doubted that the epigrams, particularly the second, were inscrip- 
tional,100 but O. Masson has demonstrated that the name IlQtXTaXiôaç 
(and so perhaps his ethnikon as well) is genuine.101 If genuine, we are 
still left with the uncertainty concerning the floruit of Leonidas in the 
early, middle or even late third century B.C.102

7/Z.2A vi Pergamos
Aristoxenos of Tarentum and the fourth century B.C. periplus attributed 
to Skylax provide the earliest references to Pergamos. Aristoxenos 
claimed to have been shown the tomb of Lykourgos nept Tqv Eevixt]V 
ôôov Tf)g riEQYaptcxç (Plut. Lyk. 31). Ps.-Skylax listed the territory of 
Pergamos (Tfjç xœqaç nepyotpiag) between Diktynnaion (Cape Spatha) 
to the north and Hyrtakina (modern Temenia) across the White Moun
tains to the south (Ps.-Skylax 47). Pliny numbered Pergamos among his 
Cretan oppida insignia and listed the toponym between Kydonia and 
Kisamos (Pliny NH 4.12.59). The toponym is clearly to be located in 
northwestern Crete, but precisely where remains contested.103 Augustan 
authors variously attributed the foundation of the Cretan urbs to Aga- 
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memnon (Velleius Paterculus HR 1.1) or Aeneas (Vergil Aen. 3.131- 
134). Finally, there is the third century B.C. funerary monument of Pa- 
si mnasta, daughter of Sosarchos, Pergamene by birth, found at Hyrtaki- 
na.104 No Greek author explicitly identified Pergamos as a polis nor are 
there any references which suggest that Pergamos was a dependent com
munity. The claim of Aristoxenos to have traveled the Eevixt] ôôôç of 
Pergamos provides our best evidence for its political status. Elsewhere 
on Crete, the phrase seems to have been used of special routes leading 
beyond the territory of a city.105 Thus, if Pergamos were merely a sub
unit of a polis with no political identity of its own the road would have 
been named after that polis rather than Pergamos. On the other hand, 
Pergamos appears in none of the Hellenistic treaties of Crete. On current 
evidence, two interpretations of the testimonia for the political status of 
Pergamos are recommended. Pergamos, a classical polis, lost her status 
as a political entity sometime after the fourth century B.C. Alternatively, 
Pergamos was a dependent polis of another state, perhaps Polyrrhenia, 
and as such enjoyed her own territory and defined borders but did not 
participate as a political entity in interstate affairs.

III.2.C  Conclusions
This review of the evidence for the six communities whose ethnika were 
used as part of the personal name but whose political status is uncertain 
was prefaced by the observation that in general the evidence from Crete 
for this use of sub-regional ethnika recommends a presumption in favor 
of a direct correlation between their use and the status of the community 
as a polis. Has the foregoing discussion confirmed this presumption? Of 
these six, the case for the political status of Lykastos as a polis is perhaps 
the best. While one might dismiss the evidence from the Catalogue of 
Ships and Stephanus, the testimony of Polybius and Strabo is more dif
ficult to ignore. Lykastos was destroyed and her territory absorbed by 
Knossos. Clearly what was destroyed was Lykastos as a political entity. 
The events of the first two decades of the second century B.C. provide 
the terminus ante quem for this destruction. Thus, it is certainly possible 
that nQaiakiôaç AuxåoTtog died (if indeed ever he lived!) without 
having seen the destruction of his community. At the other end of the 
spectrum, there is no evidence apart from the sub-regional ethnikon for 
the political status of Kourtolia.

The evidence for Detonnion, Lipara and Pergamos permits the con
clusion that each of the toponyms referred to a territory (seized from and 
returned to Knossos in the case of Detonnion, including state-owned 
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vineyards in the case of Lipara, and with a defined border in the case of 
Pergamos). For Detonnion there is no further evidence as to her status, 
but I believe that the arguments presented above concerning Lipara and 
Pergamos indicate that these toponyms refer to communities which en
joyed a separate territorial identity. They were not simply parts of the 
territory of Kydonia and Polyrrhenia? respectively. For Pergamos, the 
evidence for a separate territorial identity suggests a separate political 
identity as well. I would tentatively identify Pergamos as a dependent 
polis.

There remains the case of Lebena. The evidence for Gortyn's admin
istration of the Asklepieion recommends the position that by the third 
century B.C. Lebena was in some sense a dependency of Gortyn. Thus, 
it was as a member of dependent Lebena that Swrdöag Aeßtivalog left 
his name on the tomb of an Egyptian noble. The question remains 
whether Lebena was a polis, albeit a dependent one? The early fifth cen
tury B.C. fragment of an agreement between Gortyn and Lebena proves 
that Lebena was recognized at that time as a political entity by her more 
powerful neighbor to the north. I suspect that between this fifth century 
agreement and the third century evidence for Gortyn’s administration of 
Asklepieion the political relationship between Gortyn and Lebena had 
changed, but it must be admitted that we do not have the evidence re
quired for proof. We may only speculate that the relations between Gor
tyn and Lebena were perhaps re-negotiated in the course of the fourth 
century B.C. when the poleis of Crete became more active in interna
tional affairs and when the earlier sanctuary of Acheloos and the 
nymphs at Lebena was rededicated to Asklepios.106 The appointment of 
a theorodokos at Lebena suggests that Lebena remained a polis, albeit a 
dependent one, until late in the third century B.C.

To conclude. For two of the forty-one communities represented by 
sub-regional ethnika used as part of the personal name (Detonnion and 
Kourtolia) we are unable to draw any independent conclusions concern
ing their political status. For Lipara we may draw the independent con
clusion (independent of the appearance of the sub-regional ethnikon) 
that the community was at least a territorial entity. Lykastos is identified 
tentatively as a polis (type unknown) and Pergamos and Lebena as de
pendent poleis, at least during the Hellenistic period, again on the basis 
of evidence independent of the sub-regional ethnika. One final observa
tion and four conclusions will complete this discussion. First the obser
vation. Of the group of six communities discussed in some detail above, 
all examples of this use of the ethnikon occurred in what I have called 
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private contexts. (1) Most importantly, we may conclude that the use of 
the sub-regional ethnikon as part of the personal name is a good indica
tion of /?o/A-ness on Crete. (2) We may note further that whether the 
context of the ethnikon is public or private does not seem to affect its use 
as evidence for political status. (3) We may appeal to the sub-regional 
ethnika of Detonnion, Kourtolia and Lipara as strong if not conclusive 
evidence for their status as dependent poleis. (4) Finally, we may substi
tute the term polis-ethnikon for sub-regional ethnikon when used as part 
of the personal name.

III. 3 The Collective Use of the Suh-Regional Ethnikon

111.3. a Introduction
I turn next to the collective use of the sub-regional ethnikon which is at
tested for forty-seven of the fifty-seven independent poleis of Crete 
(Fig. 2, 1-40, 42-48, all save Rhithymna [no. 41 ]). The precise classifi
cation of the communities represented by another twelve collective sub
regional ethnika is less clear (Fig. 2, nos. 49-50, 53-54, 57-59, 61-65). 
These twelve are studied in detail below.

111.3. b.i Amyklai
The evidence for the political status of Amyklai is discussed below 
(IV.2.i). The sub-regional ethnikon o'l ’ApimXatot occurs in what ap
pears to be an agreement between them and the Gortynians (I.Cret. IV, 
172, 2nd-3rd century B.C.). While the evidence is not sufficient to deter
mine that Amyklai was a polis, it is important to note that there is no 
good reason to deny Amyklai polis status (as I have indicated in Fig. 2, 
no. 49).

111.3. b.ii Artemitai
The collective o’l ’ApTEpIiat occurs in the late third century B.C. text 
from Eleutherna discussed already in II.3 above (I.Cret. Il.xii [Eleuther
na].22). Earlier I rejected the suggestion of M. Guarducci that è'jtoixoç 
was a social status term and was synonymous with wioßoixog. Rather, 
the term ETtoixoç should probably be understood to mean “new settlers” 
or the like. I return now to the further suggestion of Guarducci that the 
Artemitai were a dependent population of Eleutherna.107

The Artemitai are mentioned on Face B and on the poorly preserved 
Face C of the stone. Face B preserves two provisions. Chaniotis108 has 
convincingly argued that the first provision (lines 1-7) concerned the 
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military obligations of men older than twenty and younger than an age 
grade identified as toç JiQeoyqiag.109 Those who failed to comply when 
ordered to do so by the kosmos of Eleutherna were punished by a fine of 
five staters. The second provision (lines 7-13) required those who left 
Tctv Jtok[t]Tf|iav Ttbv ’AQTepiTàv to notify the kosmoi of Eleutherna. In 
this case, failure to comply cost the individual his right to participate in 
public ritual.110 Of immediate interest to us is the term JioÀ.iTf]La which 
is attested in the sense of “citizenship” and “constitution” elsewhere on 
the island.111 The latter meaning, “constitution”, is difficult to construe 
in this context, “whoever abandons the constitution of the Artemitai 
must advise the kosmoF, and should probably be rejected.112 The former 
meaning, “citizenship”, might be understood in this context to suggest 
that the individual intended to relinquish his citizenship in this commun
ity presumably in order to become a citizen of another. Chaniotis rejects 
both of these two attested meanings of the term in favor of a third. He 
suggests that JtoXiTf|ia here means “Ort” (yel sim.), “whoever moves 
out of the territory of the Artemitai must advise the kosmoi etc.”113 This 
last suggestion for the use of the term is extremely attractive, although 
admittedly without parallel. Which meaning of the term one prefers (cit
izenship or “Ort”) has important ramifications in the context of the 
present study.

Several points may be made about the relationship of the Artemitai 
and Eleutherna regardless of the meaning of the term jioXiTqia. If we 
assume, as I believe we must, that both provisions of Face B treat the 
same population - that is, the Artemitai - , then we may certainly de
duce that the Artemitai were organized by age grades and that they were 
obligated to serve in the army of Eleutherna. The officials of Eleutherna 
had the authority to fine the Artemitai and to restrict their participation 
in public cult. If we take the term noXtirjia in the sense of “citizenship” 
then surely we are obliged to view the political status of the community 
as a dependent polis of Eleutherna; polis because the Artemitai formed a 
community of citizens, dependent because they were obliged to serve in 
the army of Eleutherna and were subject to the authority of the kosmoi 
of that polis. That a member of this polis who wished to abandon his cit
izenship and relocate must inform the kosmoi of Eleutherna makes good 
sense insofar as Eleutherna stood to suffer the loss of a soldier. If this 
interpretation of the text and its ramifications is sound, we have at least 
one parallel from Crete for the military role of the Lakonian perioikoi.

If, on the other hand, we follow the suggestion of Chaniotis and 
understand noXiTijia to mean “Ort”, then we must add the power of the
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officials of Eleutherna to restrict the movement of the Artemitai to our 
list of points concerning their legal relationship to Eleutherna. Taken to
gether with their service in the army of Eleutherna and the authority of 
the officials of Eleutherna to fine them and to restrict their participation 
in public cult, I would suggest that the JioktTf|ta Ttuv ’AQiepiTäv was a 
civic unit of the polis of Eleutherna. If so, the polis of Eleutherna was 
comprised of civic units called nokiTtjiat which like the demoi of Ath
ens and the komai of Argos were geographic units as well. These 
JToXtTf)tcci provided the organizational basis for the army of Eleutherna. 
The picture of Eleutherna as polynucleated settlement which is emerg
ing from the excavations of the University of Crete perhaps provides 
some slight support for this suggestion.114 On the other hand, the traces 
preserved on Face C undermine this view. Lines 7-8 have been restored 
[xàjç ovv0[f|xag - Tæv ’ Ap]l[Te]ptTä[v----- ]. If correctly restored and
if the ovvØiqxa joined Eleutherna and the Artemitai it is difficult to 
argue that the Artemitai were a civic unit unless this Oitv0ï|xa marked 
the addition of a new JioklTqia to the polis or some similar occasion. 
Reference to a (JW0f|xa would be easy to understand if the Artemitai 
were the members of a dependent polis. On balance it seems preferable 
to take the term JiokiTpia to mean “citizenship” and I tentatively iden
tify the Artemitai as the members of a dependent polis of Eleutherna.

III. 3. b. Hi Latosion
The collective Aaiootot occurs in a fragmentary law of Gortyn (J.Cret.
IV, 58, 5th century B.C.). M. Guarducci identified the Latosioi as the in
habitants of a quarter of the asty of Gortyn called the Latosion. This top
onym appears in a Gortynian law which grants a particular category of 
non-citizens the right to reside there and extends to them certain guaran
ties including the freedom from seizure (I.Cret. IV, 78, 5th century 
B.C.). Guarducci suggested that the group in question were freedmen 
(toi åjtEkeu[ØEøoil, line 1), and on the basis of this suggestion located 
Latosion in the vicinity of Mitropolis a half kilometer or so to the south
west of the Odeion where the majority of the manumission texts from 
Gortyn have been found.115 The proximity of Mitropolis to the asty of 
Gortyn provides considerable support for its identification as a neigh
borhood. More recently H. van Effenterre proposed instead that the 
group permitted to reside in Latosion were repatriated Gortynians (xoi 
àjt£kEv[aôp,evot]).116 If van Effenterre is right, there is no reason to lo
cate Latosion at Mitropolis and so the site-classification argument from 
proximity must be abandoned as well.
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111.3. b.iv Lebena
The evidence for the political status of Lebena as a dependent polis is 
discussed elsewhere in this essay (III.2.b.iii and IV.2.ix). The collective 
öl Aeßevcxtot occurs in a lex sacra concerning the cults of Acheloos and 
the nymphs and of Asklepios at Lebena (I.Cret. I.xvii [Lebena],7, lines 
2-3 ÔJifj o'i Aeßrivaiot ext xat vbv 0voI[vti xJqtôç àQ/atoç vôpoç, 
2nd century B.C.).

111.3. b.v Mitoi
The eastern frontier of Lato passed xcxi toutcö xai[à Tâç xecpakâç xâv 
vcxnàv] xœv èp MtTotç (I.Cret. I.xvi [Lato],5, lines 53-54, 2nd century 
B.C.). Faure identified Mitoi as the demotic or ethnie of a village (ville) 
controlled by Hierapytna.117 The Souda identified Mitoç as the name of 
a polis, but did not indicate in what region of Greece Mitoç was loc
ated. 118 There is no further evidence for either the toponym or the “ethni- 
kon”, if indeed it is one.

III. 3 .b.vi Modaioi
The collective Mœbottœv appears on two silver didrachm issues and a 
third small bronze issue. The small bronze was found in northwest Crete 
in the vicinity of the modern village Phaleliana in the Kolenis river val
ley.119 Faure suggests that the collective Mœbatot refers not to a single 
community (polis vel sim.), but to a federation consisting of the several 
small settlements located along the Kolenis river. Faure doubts that the 
modern village Modi, located on the coastal plain between Chania and 
Cape Spatha, was the site of an ancient community of that name.120 On 
present evidence it is impossible to endorse the views of Faure either as 
to the precise nature of the Mwôaîot (single community or federation) 
or as to their location. At most on the bases of the numismatic evidence 
and the modern toponym Modi we may conclude that the MœÔatot were 
located somewhere in northwest Crete.

111.3. b.vii Oreioi
The collective ethnikon o’l ’'Opetoi occurs in Polybius (4.53.6, ’'Optot), 
and in an alliance made by this group with king Magas, king of Cyrene 
(I.Cret. ll.xvii [LisosJ.l). M. Guarducci demonstrated that this collec
tive referred not to a polis vel sim., but to a federation of small poleis lo
cated on the southern side of the White Mountains in southwest Crete.121 
Members included Tarrha, Lisos, Elyros, and Hyrtakina and perhaps 
Poikilasion.122 Coins of the late fourth or early third century B.C. pro
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vide the earliest evidence for the existence of the federation.123 Towards 
the middle of the third century B.C. the Oreioi formed an alliance with 
Magas xaOcutEQ ToqtovIoiç [omp.p,ax]lav noif]oaoOat (I.Cret. II. xvii. 
I).124 An inscribed text of the alliance (our inscription) was to be dis
played at Lisos in the Diktynnaion from which Guarducci and others de
duced that Lisos served as the federal capital.125 The federation is last 
heard of in 221/0 B.C. when it fought against Knossos in the Lyktian 
war (Polyb. 4.53.6). Two further attestations of this adjectival form indi
cate that the federation probably derived its name from the name of the 
region. The earlier of the two references occurs in a third century B.C. 
funerary epigram, probably of a Cretan mercenary, which was found in 
Laconia (/G V.l, 723, Jiaiçlç p,ol egtiv ’'Oqeiol). The second appears 
in the decree of an unknown Cretan polis which forbids its citizens from 
pillaging Attica (discussed briefly infra II. 1) in a clause which seems to 
concern (Athenian?) ambassadors who had been seized, JtQeoyeuTàvç 
ovyxExXEipÉvovç èv Töt ’OpEiat (IG II2, 1130, lines 12-13, early 2nd 
century B.C.).126

III. 3. b. viii Prepsidai
The collective nQEJrolôai occurs in an archaic inscription from Dreros 
([—] ôe ai ol nQEJioiôai xol MiXanoi àlQxaav “from the time when 
lor “as”] the Milatioi and the Prepsidai began”, BCHID [1946] 588-590, 
no. 1,6th century B.C.). Milatos, mentioned already in the Catalogue of 
Ships, was certainly an independent polis throughout the Hellenistic pe
riod. There is no reason to conclude that she had not enjoyed the same 
status in earlier times. This text suggests that ol IIOEHOtdai referred to a 
community of the same type as Milatos. Yet, ethnika in -lôtiç are other
wise unattested on the island.127 Van Effenterre suggested that ol 
riQEJtolöai inhabited “une de ces bourgades...un de ces hameaux isolés 
dans la montagne.”128

111.3. b.ix Rhitten
The evidence for the political status of Rhitten as a dependent polis is 
discussed below (IV.2.iv). The collective ol ’Plttevloi appears in the 
5th century B.C. agreement between them and the Gortynians (I.Cret. 
IV, 80).

111.3. b.x Rhytion
The political status of Rhytion is discussed elsewhere in this essay (II.2; 
IV.2.vii; IV.3). Certainty in this case is not possible, but I favor the iden- 
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tification of Rhytion as a dependent polis of Gortyn. The collective eth- 
nikon 'Pviidoiog occurs in a decree of 120 A.D. which mentions Rhy
tion with Pyrgos as part of a kome of Gortyn (IC I.xxix [Rhytion]. 1, 
lines 6-8 ’'Apßpoq ô [xciTaojTaOetç I Ieqeùç Aiôç [ïxvXtoJu xfjç I 'Pv- 
Ttaoiwv xcbtpqç xai TIujQyov).

III. 3.b.xi Setaia
The collective SqiafiTai occurs in the agreement of Praisos with the 
Stalitai (I.Cret. Ill.vi | Praisos].7B, lines 12-17, 3rd century B.C.). The 
terms of this agreement regulated the use by Praisos of the ships and 
crew of the Sicdd/rai and the SqTOtqTai both of whom were responsible 
for supplying the crew and their provisions on voyages to Delphi and 
Olympia. Ancient Setaia is presumably to be located in the vicinity of 
the modern port of the same name in northwest Crete.129 Ps.-Skylax in
dicated that the territory of Praisos extended to the north and south 
coasts of Crete and it is probably the case that by the time of this agree
ment both Setaia and Stalai were subjugated to Praisos.130 Unlike the 
case for Stalai (see infra), there is little evidence that Setaia was re
garded as a polis, albeit a dependent one, at the time of this agreement or 
that she had been one in the past. Only the use of this collective ethnikon 
and the testimony of late authors suggest otherwise. Both Stephanus and 
Diogenes Laertius (Life of Myson) identified Setaia as a polish

111.3. b.xii Stalai
The decree of Praisos concerning the SiakiTai (I.Cret. Ill.vi.7, 3rd cen
tury B.C.) has been discussed previously in several contexts (I and
111.3. b.xi). The collective ethnic occurs as well in the Magnesian arbitra
tion of the dispute between Itanos and Hierapytna (I.Cret. Ill.iv [Ita- 
nos].9, line 123, 112 B.C.). At that time Hierapytna claimed to control 
the (polis?, choral, island?) of the Stalitai (Tfjg twv Stï]Â,itû)v).132 The 
toponym STfjkou is preserved by Stephanus who identified the commun
ity as a polis (Steph. Byz. 585.12-13). Ancient Stalai has been identified 
with the remains just south of the modern village Makrigialos on the 
southwest coast of the island.133

The political status of the Stalitai has been discussed in detail in the 
past, most recently by F. Gschnitzer who maintained that in consquence 
of this decree the Stalitai can not be said to have formed a polish They 
were not sovereign in their territory, they did not participate either as a 
community or through their representatives in the oath ceremony by 
which the provisions of this decree were first ratified nor would they do 
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so in the future when the oath was renewed each year in the month of 
Dionysios, no officials of the Stalitai are mentioned, and the Stalitai en
joyed no reciprocity in any one of the decree’s several provisions. In 
light of these observations, I agree that it is impossible to accord the Sta
litai the political status of even a dependent polis at the time of this de
cree according to the criteria enumerated by Hansen. To the extent that 
the decree suggests that they had at one time apparently enjoyed the 
sovereign possession of their polis and chora, which was now theirs 
only by leave of the Praisians, and retained full enjoyment of the public 
revenue derived from their harbor taxes and from the purple-dye indus
try and so must have appointed officials and maintained the institutions 
required to tax, collect and allocate such revenue, the Stalitai may be 
understood to have met two of the sine qua non of polis-ness put for
ward by Hansen: (1) the possession of a hinterland in the form of a terri
tory bordering on neighboring territories; and (2) self-governance in 
questions of land ownership and so on. This observation lends some 
weight to the suggestion that the Stalitai had earlier formed a polis, al
though whether of the dependent or independent type is unknown. What 
is significant for us, however, is that in this case the collective ethnikon 
was used of a community which was not a polis of either type.135

II1.3.C.  Conclusions
In contrast to the use of the sub-regional ethnikon as part of the personal 
name, the foregoing study demonstrates that the collective sub-regional 
ethnikon should not be taken as an indication of polis-ness. Of the 
twelve collective ethnika studied in detail above, one (’Aqvxkalot) may 
represent a polis (type unknown), two (Aeßrivatoi, ’Pittéviol ) were 
probably and two others (’ Aqieptiai, ’Ptmaoioi) were perhaps used of 
the members of dependent poleis, two (Mmbatoi, ’'Oqelol) represent 
federations, and one (AotTOtJioi) was most likely used of the residents of 
a neighborhood of a polis. The evidence for the remaining four (Mltol, 
nQEJtctiöai, SqTafjTai, XiakiTai) is not sufficient to determine their 
site-classification.

IV. The Dependent Communities of Gortyn
IV. I Introduction

We know more about the settlement of the Mesara and about the politi
cal and social history of its dominent power, Gortyn, than about any 
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other region and polis of Crete. The material remains, epigraphic, and 
literary sources allow us to trace the development of the polis of Gortyn 
from the eighth century B.C. to its establishment as the capital of the 
Roman province of Crete and Cyrcnc. The productivity of the Mesara is 
too well-known to require discussion here. It goes without saying that 
the Mesara was very desirable agricultural real estate. The ancient 
record has preserved for us the names and the remains of many settle
ments which depended upon the fertility of the Mesara for their liveli
hood. Considerations of defense, climate and economics led the major
ity of the settlements to locate not on the plain itself but on the northern 
slopes of the Asterousia mountains which separate the Mesara from the 
Libyan sea and on the southern slopes of the foothills to the west of La- 
sithi and the east of Psiloriti (Mt. Ida). In the course of the last two cen
turies, scholarly travelers and traveling scholars have explored these 
hills and documented the remains of the ancient settlements which dot 
them.

Among these ancient settlements of the Mesara are a number which 
for reasons beyond the simple fact that they shared the plain with Gortyn 
have been regarded as her “dependencies”.136 The general question of 
terminology and of the Gortynian hypoboikoi as well as the evidence for 
the political status of several of these communities have already been 
considered in earlier sections of this paper. The discussion which fol
lows explores the evidence for the political status of nine communities 
located along the perimeter of the Mesara, which have for one reason or 
another been identified as Gortynian dependencies, with the goal of de
veloping a regional picture of settlement hierarchy.137 I cannot make the 
claim that the situation in the Mesara was representative of other regions 
on Crete as well, but several patterns do emerge which seem to have par
allels elsewhere on the island.

Seven of the settlements (Fig. 3) which have been identified as depen
dencies of Gortyn form a chain extending across the length of the south
ern edge of the Mesara plain (ca. sixty kilometers) from Kommos (an
cient Amyklai) on Mesara bay east to Boibe (modern Pobia), Pyloros 
(modem Plora), Rhitten (in the vicinity of Apessokari), Bene (modern 
Panagia), Aulon (modern Pirgos) and Rhytion (modern Rotassi).138 The 
Asterousia mountains lie to their south and separate them from the 
coast. Today, convenient routes south connect the modern villages of 
Pobia, Plora, Apessokari, Panagia, Pirgos and Rhytion to the sea and we 
should imagine that ease of access to the sea was one of the factors 
which prompted the establishment of the ancient settlements. To the best 
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of my knowledge there is no evidence that the Asterousia mountains 
were themselves settled in any substantial way.139 Three Greek settle
ments were located along the coast beween Tsoutsouros Bay in the east 
and Cape Lithinos to the west: Inatos (modern Tsoutsouros), Lebena and 
Lasaia (modern Kali Limenes). Of these, only Lebena appears to have 
been attached to Gortyn. The territory belonging to the small polis of 
Lasaia extended west to Cape Lithinon and inland to the watershed 
which divides this part of the the coast from the Mesara.140 To the east of 
Rhytion lay the territory of the polis of Priansos (modern Kastel iana) 
and east of Priansos the Lasithi massif. Inatos, recognized as a polis by 
Xenion (Steph. Byz. 261.17-18 s.v. Elvoitoç) and Ptolemy (Geog. 
3.15.3), has been identified as the harbor of Priansos and part of her ter
ritory.141 To the north, only one community has been identified as a Gor- 
tynian dependency, Pyranthos (modern Pyrathi), which commanded one 
of the two principle routes between the north coast and the Mesara. 
These nine communities are discussed in geographical order beginning 
in the west with Amyklai and proceeding east counterclockwise along 
the hilly rim of the Mesara.

1V.2 The “Dependent” Communities of the Mesara

IV.2.i Amyklai
There was a tradition, preserved by Conon ([FGrHist 26] fr. 1 .xxxvi), 
that under Spartan leadership a group of Imbrians and Lemnians from 
Lakonian Amyklai immigrated to Gortyn in the third generation after 
the conquest of Amyklai by Sparta (early in the eighth century B.C.).142 
Some support for the tradition preserved by Conon is offered by refer
ences to the Amyklaioi (ot ’ApvxXaloi) in the third or second century 
B.C. inscription which seems to preserve the text of an agreement 
between Gortyn and the Amyklaioi (JLCret. IV, 172).143 Although twen- 
ty-two lines of the text are preserved, the stone is broken at both edges 
(as well as at the bottom) leaving only a portion from the middle of each 
line. The agreement seems largely to concern judicial procedure, the 
role of kosmoi and the assessment of fines, but it is not possible to con
clude anything about the political status of the Amyklaioi from what 
survives. Taken together, from Conon’s account of the foundation of 
Gortyn which links its founders with the toponym Amyklai and I.Cret. 
IV, 172 which attests the existence of a homonymous community with 
formal relations with Gortyn we may conclude that the Amyklaioi were 
closely linked to the polis of Gortyn. But how, exactly? The opinio com- 
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munis identifies Amyklai as a perioikic town of Gortyn, but in truth 
there is no evidence for this.144

Stephanus described the polis of Amyklaion as a harbor town and its 
location has been sought on the coast to the southwest of Phaistos, per
haps in the vicnity of Kommos.145 Sir Arthur Evans long ago suggested 
that the topographical details in Odyssey 3.293-296, recommended the 
vicinity of Kommos as the place on the outskirts of the territory of Gor
tyn (èo/aTtf) rÔQTUvoç) where Menelaus’ fleet was driven ashore.146 
Malkin suggests that the Homeric and post-Homeric accounts of the 
nostos of king Menelaus provided Sparta with “a precedent of presence 
in the areas (particularly North Africa and the western Mediterranean) in 
which colonists of Lakonian origins would settle.”147 Most recently, D. 
Viviers has suggested that the plan of rooms Al and A2 of Temple C at 
Kommos (classical period) recommends their function as andreia, ad
ducing as well the statement of Dosiades ([FGrHist 4581 fr. 2) that 
everywhere on Crete there were two syssitia, one for citizens called the 
andreion and one for visitors called the koimeterion.Vivier does not 
himself propose this, but if he is right about the function of these rooms 
we might conclude that Kommos was the center of a harbor town which 
enjoyed its own social institutions. The identification of Kommos and 
ancient Amyklai has now become standard in the literature and is attrac
tive save for the fact that I.Cret. IV, 172 was found in the modern village 
of Apesokari (reused in the wall of the church of the Panagia), some 
nineteen kilometers east of Kommos. There are, to be sure, substantial 
ancient remains which extend from Apessokari west to Plora (ancient 
Pyloros?). But Apessokari-Plora is inland and the only harbor in the vi
cinity is that of Lebena. The decision rests on whether to prefer the evi
dence suggested by the provenience of a reused block or the evidence 
provided by mythological tradition and Stephanus.

IV.2.U Boibe
Stephanus provides the only ancient reference for the Cretan Boibe. The 
full lemma for the toponym reads:

Bolßp, jiôXlç ØEOøaXtag. "Opri^oç “Boißirv xat rXacpvgaç xat 
èvxTipévT]v Tawkxov”. egtlv ovv xat nôXtç xat XtpvT] 

Botßtag, ano Botßov tov TXacpvpov tov Tag TXacpvQaç 

XTtøavTog. EOTt xat ev Kqtjtt] Botßr] Tfjç IoqtvvIôoç. xat èv 
Maxebovta XTpavri Botßp. to éOvtxov Tfjç Botßpg Botßrvg xat 

Botßptg Ot]Xvxov. el Ôè xat Botßatog, ov xwXvel. eotl xat 
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Boißr]iov itoÀiç;. XéyeTat ôè xod Boißia f] À.tpvT]. (Steph. Byz. 
172, 9-15).

Two aspects of this passage call for comment. Stephanus does not expli
citly refer to Cretan Boibe as a polis, although we may infer as much 
from his language: there is also the (polis) Boibe which belongs to Gor- 
tyn. His use of to eOvtxov rather than ô tcoXittiç to refer to the inhabi
tants of Boibe should not be regarded as politically significant.149 An
cient Boibe has long been identified with the modern Pobia although 
with little supporting evidence beyond the similarity of their names.150 
The suggested location does, however, suit the geographical pattern, 
which emerges from this study of the “dependent” communities of Gor- 
tyn.

IV.2.iii Pyloros.
Pliny provides the only ancient reference for Pyloros which he included 
in his list of Cretan oppida insignia (Pliny NH 4.12.59). The ancient top
onym has been associated with the modern Plora and the location of Py
loros has been sought in the vicinity of the modern village which is in a 
good position to control the most convenient route from Gortyn to Leb- 
ena. Faure included Pyloros in his list of Roman foundations, but an epi- 
choric inscription (grave marker?) written retrograde was found in Plora 
(I.Cret. I.xxv.l).151 Indeed, evidence for human occupation extends the 
entire distance between the villages of Plora and Apessokari two kilom
eters to the east.152

IV.2.iv Rhitten
The location of ancient Rhitten153 is central to the interpretation of the 
most important evidence for its political status, namely the fifth century 
B.C. agreement between the Gortynians and the Rhittenians (I.Cret. IV, 
80), and so will be addressed first.154 Guarducci identified ancient Rhit
ten with the remains of the important settlement at Patela Prinias and the 
majority of scholars have followed her lead.155 In support of this identifi
cation she adduced (1) a fragment of an epichoric inscription preserving 
ZENIA in the first of two lines of text, which Guarducci following Xan- 
thoudides and Pernier restored as [rP]ttEVta (I.Cret. I.xxviii.2); and (2) 
the provisions for publication of an agreement between Gortyn and 
Knossos 'Pt[TT]r|vtai èv tg)i vamt iàç ’AOavaiotç (I.Cret. IV, 182, lines 
20-21, ca. 166/5 B.C.) in combination with the inscriptional evidence 
for a sanctuary of Athena on Patela Prinias (I.Cret. I.xxvii. 19 & 20). Fa- 
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ure, on the other hand, has argued strenuously against what has become 
the opinio communis.156 Faure contended that the epichoric inscription 
I.Cret. I.xxviii.2 was better understood as a reference to Zeus, Zevt ayo- 
qolîoç, aval;, aOdvaiog, aounoç vel sim. (it is not certain that the 
scribes of Prinias used a divider between every word), while Guarduc- 
ci’s reading of 'Pi[TTjr|viai in I.Cret. IV, 182 was simply wrong.157 Fa
ure located Apollonia at Patela Prinias preferring a location south of the 
Mesura for Rhitten. He suggested that Rhitten be sought on the northern 
foothills of the Asterousia mountains near Apessokari, at the foot of a 
chain of hills called f| Kdio Pita, a location already proposed by F. 
Halbherr at the end of the last century.158 In favor of Faure’s reluctance 
to identify Rhitten with the settlement at Patela Prinias is the observa
tion that Patela Prinias, does not appear to have been inhabited during 
the fifth century B.C. when I.Cret. IV, 80 was inscribed. The current ex
cavations at Prinias indicate that the settlement was abandoned towards 
the middle of the sixth century and not reoccupied before the Hellenistic 
period.159 The material record as currently understood would seem to 
rule out the identification of Rhitten with the settlement at Patela Prin
ias.

Despite differences of detail, in broad outline the provisions of I.Cret. 
IV, 80, have been interpreted by most as demonstrating that Rhitten was 
a dependent community of Gortyn.160 H. van Effenterre has recently pro
posed a fundamentally different interpretation of this text and of the po
litical status of Rhitten.161 He argues that I.Cret. IV, 80 should be under
stood within the context of hostilities between Gortyn and Knossos. 
Rhitten (Patela Prinias) occupied a strategic position along the main 
route linking the Mesara and the north coast. Gortyn had defeated Rhit
ten but was unable to push any further towards the north in the direction 
of Knossos. Rather than incorporating Rhitten into the polis of Gortyn, 
Gortyn established a military district on Rhittenian territory close to the 
border shared by these two poleis to guard the northern approach into 
the Mesara. With this decree Gortyn agreed to respect the sovereignty of 
Rhitten and established the rules and judicial procedures which were to 
govern relations between the occupation forces of Gortyn and the Rhit- 
tenians, particularly as concerned the military district held by Gortyn on 
Rhittenian land. For van Effenterre, then, the focus of I.Cret. IV, 80, was 
the occupied territory rather than the status of Rhitten and the Rhitten- 
ians. This is an important distinction, particularly in the context of this 
essay, and one which I cannot endorse insofar as it is premised upon 
three problematic points: (1) the archaeological difficulty raised by the 
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settlement history of Patela Prinias; (2) the interpretation of the starta- 
getas as a military official162 and (3) the interpretation of the problematic 
passage in line 6 as having to do with frontiers or borders.1631 prefer in
stead to view the application of the provisions of this text in broader 
terms than does van Effenterre and to understand them to reflect the sta
tus of Rhitten and the Rhittenians vis-a-vis Gortyn.

A detailed explication of I.Cret. IV, 80 lies beyond the scope of the 
present study. The following four points must suffice.

(1) I.Cret. IV, 80 is a decree of Gortyn concerning Rhitten and Rhit
tenians. It is not an agreement between two independent poleis, even 
two poleis of unequal size and power. One sign of this is the absence of 
reciprocity in this decree. Only Rhittenians are envisioned as the wrong
doers who if convicted will be assessed a fine of one drachma (lines 4- 
8), only Gortynians as defendants in cases concerning security seized 
from Rhittenians (lines 9-12), and only Rhitten as the plaintiff in the fi
nal provision (lines 12-15)

(2) Gortyn’s recognition that the Rhittenians were odrc]ôvop[o]i x’ 
avTÔôixot may have a more specific reference point than is usually en
tertained. The majority of the provisions which follow concern judicial 
procedure. I suspect that the initial general reference to Rhittenian judi
cial authority may have been made with the specific provisions which 
followed and limited this authority in mind.

(3) At least some of the land occupied by Rhittenians was owned by 
Gortyn (or by Gortynians). I can see no other reason for the provision in 
lines 3-4 which provided for the Rhittenian who built a house or planted 
trees the right to sell the products of his labor.164 We may compare this 
with the contemporary decree of Gortyn concerning the lease of public 
land in Keskora and Paia (I.Cret. IV, 43 B,a) and the much later inscrip
tion from Kydonia (I.Cret. II. x. 1) which prove that some at least of the 
land within a dependent or constituent community of the polis was state- 
owned.165

(4) Several of the judicial and executive procedures provided for by 
this decree were to take place in Rhitten. Officials from Gortyn traveled 
to Rhitten and there in conjunction with the Rhittenian kosmate judged 
(xoaitEiv) a particular category of wrongdoer and assessed a fine if the 
accused was found guilty (lines 4-8).166 Complaints arising from the fine 
(size or application) were to be decided according to the laws pertaining 
to foreigners xoevelcxl btxa[t biJxàbÔEÔat. We hear of Fotcrdai ôixai, 
suits pertaining to citizens, at Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 13, g-h, line 2)167 which 
implies their use of a separate category for foreigners, as does the exist- 
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ence there of a magistrate for affairs concerning foreigners, the xoevtoç 
(kosmos) (I.Cret. IV, 14, g-p, lines 1-2). Does this decree then require 
the use of Gortynian procedure in Rhitten? Or in such cases was the ve
nue transferred to Gortyn? Furthermore, the Rhittenians were to be (cù- 
Toôtxoï. Are we to understand, then, that the Rhittenians had a separate 
procedure for suits pertaining to foreigners or xoEVEtai ôtxat? If so, by 
extension they had citizen suits and so they had citizens. A further pro
vision required that fines assessed against a Gortynian who lost a suit 
concerning security taken from a Rhittenian be collected by the Rhitten- 
ian kosmoi and in the event that they failed to do so the responsibility 
fell to TOÙç jtqeiy[io]tovç, presumably also Rhittenian officials (lines 
8-12). The venue of the hearing to determine guilt or innocence is not 
specified, but one would suspect Rhitten. A third procedure was out
lined for public, as opposed to private, complaints, brought by Rhitten 
against Gortyn (lines 12-15).168 Such complaints were to be heard before 
the full assembly, but whose? The text is not clear. Were the Rhittenian 
complainants or their proxies required to travel to Gortyn in order to 
present their charges before the Gortynian assembly (so van Effenterre), 
or were the Gortynian officials?, defendants? or their proxies required to 
appear before the assembly of Rhitten in order to hear the charges 
against them (so Guarducci)? At the least we can conclude from the 
phrase to xotvov ot ’Ptriéviot that the community of the Rhittenians 
was regarded as a legal entity with the ability to initiate claims at law 
against a polis and its citizens.

Even if we adopt the position that xoevelo ôlxa refers to Gortynian 
procedure, and that such cases were heard in Gortyn as were suits 
against Gortynian creditors and public complaints against Gortyn and 
the Gortynians, we are still left with a community which was regarded 
as a legal entity by at least one other polis, and which employed its own 
public officials who were responsible for executing fines assessed 
against the citizens of another polis. On the other hand, at least one cat
egory of delict fell under the joint jurisdiction of Gortynian and Rhitten
ian officials while other complaints against Gortyn and individual Gor
tynians were heard in Gortyn. Finally, at least some territory occupied 
by Rhittenians was apparently owned by Gortyn or perhaps individual 
Gortynians and it was within Gortyn’s jurisdiction to determine the 
rights of the Rhittenian occupants. Stephanus, our only other ancient 
source for Rhitten, identified the community as a polis.169 On balance, 
the evidence suggests that Rhitten was a polis with her own laws, courts, 
magistrates, council and assembly, but a dependent polis of Gortyn who 
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controlled land within the territory of Rhitten and could under certain 
circumstances abrogate the judicial and executive authority of the state.

IV.2.V Bene
Stephanus is our only ancient source for Bene: Bf)VT]; JtôXiç Kqt|Tî]ç 
ûjio rÔQTW TETotypévri. to èBvtxov Bî]vatoq. 'Piavôç yàç ô jrotr|Tf]ç 
Bt]vaîoç rjv rj KEQeàxtig fj Kof]Ç (Steph. Byz. 167. 4-5). Faure sug
gested that the remains at Kastellos just south of the modern village of 
Panagia should perhaps be identified as those of ancient Bene.170 Faure 
described remains of the archaic, classical and Hellenistic periods ex
tending some 1000 m. across the summit and slopes of Kastellos where 
there was also discovered a cave sanctuary with remains from the classi
cal, Hellenistic and Roman periods. K. Rigsby, on the other hand, has 
presented a good case in support of his suggestion that Stephanus or his 
source (probably Herodian?) mistook Aeßijviq for BijvT].171

IV.2.vi Aulon
Aulon, identified as a polis or a topos by Stephanus (Steph. Byz. 147.8 
Avkcbv; TQLTT] JtôXiç Kgr]thÇ P tôjtoç), has long been located at Hagii 
Deka, just two kilometers east of Gortyn.172 It would be difficult to ima
gine a separate village or sub-unit of the polis situated in such close 
proximity to the asty, and Guarducci identified Aulon as a suburb.173 
Apart from Stephanus, evidence for ancient Aulon comes from the ear
liest honorary decree yet known from Crete, I.Cret. IV, 64 (early fifth 
century B.C.).

Biot, BuxctyaBài. ôopiàv EÖoxav Aiovvoftoi iö]t Ko[-]
[- aQEiäg èp Jt]oÀ,É[poi xat è IFeQyeotaç è'vexa roQiuvç e- 
jtijtavaa
9’ ol Èv ’AFkôvi Foixiovteç àxÉÀ.Etav [jtavxov à]F.xô[i xat è- 
oyovotç -]
[- Fajoxtav ôtxav xat Foixtav ev ’ AFXôvt è-

5 vôog nuQyo xat Fotxôneôov èxooi yâv x[—J
[-jxov xat Ytuvjaato. vac.

Gods! Good Fortune! The Gortynians and those who live in Aulon give 
to Dionysios Ko[-] on account of his virtue in war and his benefactions 
to Gortyn tax exemption in all matters for himself and his descendants, 
the right to sue as a citizen, a house in Aulon inside of Pyrgos and a par
cel of land outside ... and the gymnasium.
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Most editors have construed Jingyo (line 5) as fortress (a house in Au- 
lon within the fortress). Manganaro has suggested that nboyo in line 5 is 
a toponym, Pyrgos, a small fortified community within the territory of 
Aulon, itself a small polis which by the time of this decree had fallen 
under the control of Gortyn. Manganaro proposed that Pyrgos (and Au
lon) were in the vicinity of modern Pirgos located twelve kilometers east 
of Panagia.174 To the best of my knowledge no ancient remains have 
been found in the vicinity of modern Pirgos, but Pyrgos is mentioned as 
part of a kome with Rhytion in a Hadrianic decree of 120 A.D. (J.Cret.
I. xxix [Rhytion). 1 ).

Of perhaps greater interest to us is the the use of the phrase rather than 
a collective ethnikon to describe the group which joined with all Gortyn 
in granting the honors to Dionysius. This usage is repeated several cen
turies later in the second century B.C. agreement between Gortyn and ol 
TCtv Kavöov Fotxlovoi (J.Cret. IV, 184). Was this usage meaningful 
and if so what did it suggest about the social and political status of the 
group so referred to and the place where they lived? Most have followed
J. A. O. Larsen who denied the phrase a significance different from that 
of the simple ethnikon. For Larsen, Aulon was a perioikic community 
with its own local government and taxes. I do not believe that the evi
dence is sufficient to answer this question, but it should be observed that 
the phrase TÔqtuvç EiUJtavoa in the sense of the community of citizens 
is unparallelled at Gortyn or elsewhere on Crete. There is little doubt 
that this phrase was used synonymously for the collective ethnikon of 
Toqtuvloi and this perhaps provides some support for the position of 
Larsen et al. regarding the significance of ol ev ’AFkövi FolxIovteç. 
However, as demonstrated above (III.3) the collective use of the sub-re
gional ethnikon should not be adduced as evidence of poZzs-ness.

There is no way to determine conclusively whether the honors 
granted Dionysius allowed him to sue as a citizen in the courts of Gortyn 
or Aulon, or made him exempt from taxes imposed by Gortyn or by 
those who lived in Aulon, but I suspect that the rights pertain to Gortyn 
rather than Aulon. This need not mean that Aulon was not a political en
tity with its own courts and perhaps its own taxes. Rather, the inhabi
tants of Aulon, like those no doubt of Rhitten, were subject to the proce
dures of xoeveIo ötxa in the Gortyn courts. Dionysius, on the other 
hand, was granted the right to sue as a citizen of Gortyn subject to the 
procedures there of the Footloii ôlxcti, suits pertaining to citizens 
(J.Cret. IV, 13, g-h, line 2). The fact that the inhabitants of Aulon were 
required to join in the grant to Dionysius suggests first of all that they 
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were legally responsible for the disposition of real property within their 
community and secondly that they had a political or institutional appara
tus which was capable of making decisions such as the current one on 
behalf of the community. In conclusion, the status of the inhabitants at 
Aulon seems quite similar to that of the Rhittenians and I would suggest 
that Aulon, like Rhitten, was a dependent polis of Gortyn.

IV.2.vii Rhytion
Rhytion (modern Rotassi) is the easternmost of the chain of seven small 
communities of the southern Mesara. We have already noted that Steph
anus referred to Rhytion as a polis and its inhabitants as politai while 
Strabo claimed that Rhytion, like Phaistos, belonged to Gortyn (supra
II. 2). T.B.S. Spratt described a very large settlement whose remains ex
tended for nearly a mile.175 Rhytion is mentioned as part of a kome (with 
Pyrgos) in a decree of 120 A.D. (I.Cret. I.xxix [Rhytion]. 1 ).

IV.2.viii Pyranthos
Ancient Pyranthos was situated about ten kilometers northeast of Rhy
tion near the modern village Pyrathi. The remains of the settlement have 
been identified on Kefala Kirathiani.176 We have previously noted that 
Stephanus identified Pyranthos as a small polis or a kome belonging to 
Gortyn (supra II.2). J. D. S. Pendlebury et al. called the site “insignifi
cant”, but described seeing much cut stone and many Greco-Roman 
sherds.177 A proconsular boundary stele of 63 A.D. found in the vicinity 
of Pyrathi mentions public lands and indicates that under Roman rule 
Pyranthos was a kome of Gortyn.

lV.2.ix Lebena.
For the political status of Lebena, see the discussion supra III.2.b.iii and
III. 3.b.iv

IV.3 Conclusions
What general conclusions about the political hierarchy of settlement in 
the Mesara might we draw from these several brief studies of the indi
vidual communities which have in the past been recognized as Gorty- 
nian dependencies? For seven of the nine communities there is explicit 
or readily deduced evidence of political subjugation to Gortyn. For 
Boibe, Bene, Pyranthos and Rhytion there are the explicit statements of 
the Hellenistic and Roman geographers who defined the relationship 
between these communities and Gortyn with the phrases eon xat èv 
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Kqtitt] Botßri Tfjg Foqtvvlôoç (Boibe), IoQTvvlœv ô’ eoti xai tô 
Putlov, and Jiôkiç Kqyjttiç; ÛJtô rÔQTvv T£Tayp,Évï| (Bene), jtôXlç 
ptxpà fj xcbpï] Kpriiriç Jteyi rôoTi’va (Pyranthos), roQTWiwv ô’ eoti 
xat to Pvtlov (Rhytion). For the others the case must be made by (1) 
the decree of Gortyn which resolves certain issues without reciprocity 
for, rather than with, the Rhittenians, (2) the gift of property in Aulon to 
a benefactor of Gortyn and (3) Gortyn’s administration of the sanctuary 
of Asklepios at Lebena. Nothing certain may be said about the relation
ship between Gortyn and the two communities Amyklai and Pyloros, al
though the location of Pyloros along the route between the Mesara and 
Lebena surely requires that it belonged to Gortyn in some sense.

The inscriptions which preserve the provisions regulating the rela
tions between these communities and Gortyn suggest that two areas 
were of overriding concern, the disposition of public land and judicial 
authority. In the cases of Rhitten and Aulon it appears that Gortyn 
owned and regulated the use of public property within their territorial 
limits (cf. Keskora and Paia). This land was leased by Gortyn to mem
bers of the community (Rhitten, cf. Keskora and Paia) or given to public 
benefactors (Aulon, cf. Kydonia “leased for so long as the benefactors 
were useful to the polis”). The disposition of improvements was regulat
ed as well. Lessees could dispose of improvements (houses and or
chards) which they themselves had produced (Rhitten; cf. Keskora and 
Paia: pre-existing improvements belonged to the state and could not be 
disposed of by the lessee). Rhitten and the other communities of hypo- 
hoikoi had their own laws and courts, were autonomoi and autodikoi. In 
exceptional circumstances Gortyn could abrogate their judicial sove
reignty, for example at the request of a treaty partner (Lato). At Gortyn, 
suits involving members of these communities as plaintiffs (Aulon) and 
defendants ? (Rhitten) came under the jurisdiction of xgevelöl ôixat.

On the other hand, at least four of these communities did possess 
many of the features indicative of polis-ness. They possessed a hinter
land with recognized boundaries (Aulon, Rhitten; cf. I.Cret. ILx [Kydo
nia]. 1 and Pergamon in west Crete) and a conurbation together with 
smaller settlements (e.g. Aulon and Pyrgos; cf. Minoa and the small set
tlement south of Sternes on Akrotiri peninsula in west Crete). Their own 
laws concerning property as well as those imposed by Gortyn were en
forced and executed by their own political officials (the Rhittenian kos- 
moi, presbeutai and to xolvov ol ’Plttévlol; the assembly of ol ev 
’AFÀ.ÔVI Folxlovteç). The member of one of these communities added 
the polis-ethnikon of his hometown to his personal name (Lebena). Fi
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nally, two-thirds of these communities were identified by Stephanus as 
poleis (Boibe, Rhitten, Bene, Aulon [or topos], Rhytion, Pyranthos [or 
kome]). Clearly these communities were not independent poleis, but the 
arguments adduced in this paper have presented a reasonably strong 
case for identifying three of the group of nine Mesara communities as 
dependent or wif]xooi jtôXelç (Rhitten, Aulon, and Lebena), at least ac
cording to the criteria suggested by Hansen.178 And if my interpretation 
of the agreement between Lato and Gortyn is correct, then we may in
clude the easternmost of these communities, namely Pyranthos and 
Rhytion, among the dependent poleis of Gortyn. Finally, it should be 
noted that the appearance of the dependent polis in the Mesara was not a 
purely Hellenistic development. At least in the cases of Rhitten and Au
lon the evidence for their status as such extends back into the fifth cen
tury B.C. Beyond the Mesara our evidence for the political hierarchy of 
settlement is poorer, yet it has been possible to identify parallels 
between the situation in the Mesara and in other parts of Crete and to 
suggest that the inrf|xooç Jiôktç on Crete was not a phenomenon unique 
to the development of one region of the island.
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33 For the general thrust of the decree, see W. K. Pritchett, The Greek State at War. Part 
V (Berkeley/Los Angeles/Oxford) 145-146.
34 For the terms for social status on Crete, see R. F. Willetts, The Law Code of Gortyn 
(Berlin 1967) 10-17; H. van Effenterre, “Terminologie et formes de dépendence en Crète,” 
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in L. Hadermann-Misguich and G. Raepsaet (eds.) Rayonnement Grec. Hommages â 
Charles Delvoye (Brussels 1982) 35-44; Bile, 342-347.
35 For the diagramma of the Cretans, see J. Vélissaropoulos, "Remarques sur le 
’diagramma des Cretois’,” RHD 1975, 36-47.
36 wioßoixot were members of the polis of Lato: E. Kirsten, Das dorische Kreta. I. Die 
Insel Kreta im fünften und vierten Jahrhundert (Würzburg 1942) 85-86; P. Brulé, La pirat
erie crétoise hellénistique (Paris 1978) 153; Bile 273. VJioßoixoi were members of the 
community of Gortyn: Larsen, 13; Guarducci, 358; Willetts 1955, 38-39; P. Gauthier, Sym- 
bola. Les étrangers et la justice dans les cités grecques (Nancy 1972) 293.
37 For a parallel use of this construction in Cretan diplomacy, see I.Cret. Ill.iii (Hier- 
apytna).3C, lines 5-6.
38 For the meaning of VJié/Elv ôixatôv tlvl (poenas dare, iudicium subire), see M. 
Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 232.
39 Neither the deme dicasts of Peisistratid Athens nor the appeal in public cases to a 
third party to supply arbitrators or judges is apposite. In this regard, see the remarks of 
Gauthier (supra n. 36) 293 n. 22.
40 M. Gagarin, “The Function of Witnesses at Gortyn,” Symposion 1985. Akten der Ge
sellschaft für griechische und hellenistiche Rechtsgeschichte (Köln 1989) 29-54. Cf. 
Vélissaropoulos (supra n. 34) 38, “Ce but (restitution des saises illicites) sera plus facile
ment atteint si le dommage causé est examiné sur place, en l’occurrence dans la cité meme 
du demandeur...”
41 On this point, see Willetts 1966, 13.
42 Larsen, 12-13; cf. supra n. 25 (list of perioikic communities of Gortyn).
43 Larsen, 13: “It is possible that the usage may have varied at different times, but it is 
also possible that both terms were used at the same time, depending on whether one 
wished to emphasize that the perioeci dwelt round about or that they were subjects.”
44 Guarducci.
45 Quoted supra n. 21.
46 The date of the foundation of the Cretan xotvov and its subsequent development con
tinue to be vigorously disputed. For a recent study which discusses much of the earlier bib
liography, see S. L. Ager, “Hellenistic Crete and the KOINODIK1ON,” JHS 114 (1994) 1- 
18. Vélissaropoulos (supra n. 35) argues that the diagramma was instituted at the very end 
of the third century B.C. following the conclusion of the First Cretan War.
47 Chaniotis 1992, 123-124, dates this treaty to the period shortly after the end of the 
Lyttian War in 219 B.C..
48 For a map showing the borders of Lato based upon their description in the late second 
century B.C. treaties of Lato and her neighbors, see P. Faure, “Aux frontières de l’État de 
Lato: 50 toponymes,” in Europa. Festschrift für Ernst Grumach (1967) 94-112 with map 
facing p. 97.
49 For Inatos, see infra IV. 1.
50 Steph. Byz. 541.1-2 nôÀ.tç ptxoà f| xwpr] Kof)Tï]ç jteql rÔQnrva. ol xœroixoùvTEç 
nvQavOiot.
51 Steph. Byz. 548.6-7 'Pvxiov; Jiôkiç KypTTig. ô JioXiiîig 'Putieuç.
52 Strabo 10.14, 479.13 Footvvûdv ô’ eotl xat to 'Pûtlov oùv tt) tPaiOTto “(PatoTOv 
TE 'PVTLOV TE”.
53 Pollux 6.113 included wiotxoûvTaç among his glosses for ô yEiTarv. For these com
munities, see infra IV.
54 Larsen, 18-19.
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55 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 163.
56 M. Casewitz, Le vocabulaire de la colonisation en grec anden. Etude lexicologique: 
les families de xiita et de olxéæ-olxé^w (Paris 1985) 153-160. Cf. I.Cret. III.iii (Hierapyt- 
na).31, a statue base bearing the signature of the Itanian sculptor Damokrates, son of Aris- 
tomedes, known only from the text of H. Belli (1594). Belli recorded the second line of the 
text as fi [-]. Guarducci restored this line of the text to read ’liàvioç énot(T])Ge, but L. 
Beschi has recently argued in favor of Belli’s reading, suggesting that Damokrates of Ita- 
nos was allowed to live and work in Hierapytna (L. Beschi, “La nike di Hierapytna, opera 
di Damokrates di Itanos,” RAL 40 [1985] 131-143). 261j
57 See infra III.3.b.ii
58 M. Bile, “Le vocabulaire du village dans les inscription Cretoises,” Ktema 11 (1986) 
140-141.
59 See infra IV.2.
60 A. Chaniotis, “Habgierige Götter, habgierige Städte. Heiligtumsbesitz und Gebietan
spruch in der kretischen Staatsverträgen,” Ktema 13 (1988) 21-39; 1995, 35.
61 Bile (supra n. 58) 141.
62 Gondiccas, 74-78; Faure, 1988, 93.
63 For the possibility that there was a Cretan polis by this name, see infra p. 276 n. 
79.
64 Faure, 1988, 90; Sanders, 168 (18/9).
65 See most conveniently D. J. Blackman, PECS 550 s.v. The settlement possessed an 
important cult of Diktynna? at Marathospelios (P. Faure, Fonctions des cavernes Cretoises 
[Paris 1964] 186-187).
66 Blackman, (supra n. 65) l.c., suggests that this settlement was perhaps dependent 
upon the larger community at Marathi.
67 Steph. Byz. 454.9. For the second Minoa in northeastern Crete (at Pachy Ammos), 
see Faure 1959, 196 no. 61.
68 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 117.
69 F. Preisigke and F. Bilabel, Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten I (Ber- 
lin/Leipzig 1918) no. 4057.
70 The use of the regional ethnikon Kgt)q/Kpf|ooa as part of the personal name is inter
esting, but not strictly relevant to this essay. To the best of my knowledge no example of 
the use of the regional ethnikon as part of the personal name has been found on Crete, but 
it was used in almost one-half of the extra-Cretan references to Cretans.
71 Hansen (supra n. 16) appendix 2; T. H. Nielsen, “Arkadia City-Ethnics and Tribal
ism,” supra pp. 117-132.
72 Chersonesos; <bikœvtôr|Ç Zwtrou (IvO 276, 336-323 B.C.); Dattalla: AapoOexog (D. 
Viviers, “La cité de Dattalla et l’expansion territoriale de Lyktos en Crète centrale,” BCH 
118 [1994] 240, 6th BC); Gortyn: Bootciq/oç (AP 7.254 [Simonides], 6th-5th BC), ”Ev- 
Ttpoç (Athen. 2.48d-f, 5th BC), Ntxiaç (Thuc. 2.85, 429 BC), nökußog MeveaOéœç (IG 
P 125, 405/4 BC), Sœaévoç (IG IF 8464, late 5th BC); Kydonia: ’OvaoœvÔQOÇ (Inscrip- 
tiones Graecae Aegypti III. Abydos, no. 405, ca. 400 BC), KgrioiXaç (IG IV, 683, ca. 450 
BC); Priansos: ©eôôWQOÇ (FD III.5, 75, col. I, line 6, mid-4th BC).
73 Early examples of this use of the collective sub-regional ethnikon are known for Dat
talla (SEG 27 631), Eltynia (I.Cret. Lx.2), Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 78, 80), Lebena (I.Cret. IV, 
63), Lyktos (I.Cret. I.xviii.4; SEG 35 991A & B), Knossos (I.Cret. I.xxx.l), and Tylisos 
(I.Cret. I.viii.4). The plural ethnikon appears as well on the classical coins of Axos (= 
’'Oa^oç), Eleuthema, Gortyn, Itanos, Knossos, Lyktos, Phaistos, Praisos, Rhaukos? and 
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Sybrita. The classical coins of Kydonia use the toponym rather than the ethnikon. For the 
classical Cretan mints, see Le Rider, 194-197.
74 For a regional comparison of the uses to which writing was first put, see S. Stoddard 
and J. Whitley, “The social context of literacy in archaic Greece and Etruria,” Antiquity 62 
(1988) 761-772. Groups of archaic and classical inscribed dedications are known from 
Aphrati (H. Hoffmann and A. E. Raubitschek, Early Cretan Armorers | Mainz 1972]) and 
from the sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite at Kato Syme Viannou (unpublished). Vi
viers (supra n. 71) 229-259, suggests that the inscribed bronzes from Aphrati came from a 
large public building excavated there and that this site should be identified as ancient Dat
talla. A. Lebessi, “A sanctuary of Hermes and Aphrodite in Crete,” Expedition 18 (1976) 
13, indicates that the dedications from Kato Syme Viannou record several sub-regional 
ethnika including those for Dattalla, Lyttos, Knossos, Tylissos, Hierapytna and Arcades, 
but apart from the signature of Aapô0Eioç of Dattalla (supra n. 71 ) no further information 
about them has been published.
75 See the Fig. 2, Totals for columns II + III ( 181 extra-Cretan references) and column V 
+ VI (57 intra-Cretan references).
76 For the supporting evidence, see Fig. 1.
77 I remain uncertain about the authenticity of the toponym Kpf]Ç MaptovEiTTiç which is 
found in the Souda s.v. S(irràÔT]Ç. The passage is generally regarded to be corrupt with 
Kqt]Ç an intrusion. In his interesting but highly speculative study of the Eteocretan lan
guage, P. Faure interpreted l.Cret. III.vi.3 (Praisos, 6th century BC) to read l(e)qe(l) ('E)- 
QpEta Maptp[VEioti] where cp = tn/'U (?) and to refer to Hermes at Maroneia (P. Faure, “Les 
sept inscriptions dites “Étéocrétoises” reconsidérées,” KrChr 28-29 [1988-1989] 103- 
105). Faure identifies ancient Maroneia with the “sites archéologiques considérables” in 
the vicinity of modern Maronia. ten kilometers south of Sitia (P. Faure, “Nouvelles iden
tifications d’antiques localités crétoises,” Kadmos 32 [1993] 68).
78 For the possibility that the polis Eleutherna was so constituted, see infra 111.3.b.ii.
79 The pentekostys is attested in an inscription from Voulgari Armokastelia near the mod
ern village Melambes a few kilometers north of Hagia Galini (ancient Soulia). The inscrip
tion, a dedication of the custodians of a temple, has been dated to the 3rd-2nd century B.C. 
(SEG 28 753). N. Platon, KrChr 13 (1959) 391, read for lines 4-5 â jievtexootoç à Jtôkioç 
Ktngiwv. S. Hood and P. Warren, “Ancient Sites in the Province of Ayios Vasilios, Crete,” 
BSA 61 (1966) 169, identified the location of the polis Korion with two nucleated settle
ments, one 2 kilometers northeast of Melambes and a second and earlier cluster 4 kilome
ters to the northeast at Kastri. The ceramic material they collected was classical and Helle
nistic. Cf. Steph. Byz. 374.12-15 KÔQiov: TÔJtoç Èv Kqt|TT], and G. Huxley, “Stephanus of 
Byzantium s.v. KOPION,” GRBS 11 (1970) 53-55. However, G. Manganaro, “Epigrafiae 
istituzioni di Creta,” in Antichitd Cretesi. Studi in onore di Doro Levi vol. 2 (Catania 1977- 
1978) 41-50, read for lines 4-5 à tievtexoovÙç ô.no Aioaxœytœv, and argued that the pente
kostys was a unit of the polis of Rhethymna. Manganaro suggested that the village of Me
lambes was incorporated into a pentekostys of Rhethymna. SEG presents the text and inter
pretation of Manganaro. A dedication to Athena Adia (Faôia) probably also comes from 
Voulgari Armokastelia (I. Cret. II.xxx.2). Manganaro suggested that the ancient name of the 
settlement at Melambes was rétôcptov or Fdôtov. I have not seen the inscription myself and 
I am unable to endorse one or the other reading on the basis of the photograph published by 
Manganaro (p. 42, Fig. 4). Lines 4-5 of this text were reinscribed and the surviving traces of 
the earlier letters render the photograph difficult to read. If Platon’s reading proves to be the 
correct one, then the polis Korion must be added to the inventory of Cretan poleis.
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80 N. F. Jones, Public Organization in Ancient Greece: A Documentary Study (Philadel
phia 1987) 219-231,esp. 220-222.
81 Polyb. 22.15. For the mission of Appius Claudius to Crete in 184 BC, see F. W. Wal- 
bank, A Historical Commentary on Polybius III (Oxford 1979) 200-201.
82 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. I, p. 46.
83 M. Dothan, “Akko: Interim Excavation Report First Season, 1973-1974,” BASOR 
224 (1976) 39-40 (SEG 26 1679). The stele was reportedly found in the vicinity of a “mas
sive stone structure” although Dothan did not indicate a connection between the stele and 
this structure.
84 I profess no experience with letter form dating of inscriptions from the Levant, but I 
see no reason to exclude the third century B.C. on the basis of the photograph published by 
Dothan.
85 As reported by Dothan {supra n. 83).
86 OGIS I, 71. The inscription apparently reads Ko'UQTwkitctoç. Dittenberger proposed 
that the correct form of the ethnikon was KovQTwklâoç. Faure’s KooQTetXiatoç is prob
ably preferable (P. Faure, “Sept nouvelles villes de la Crète antique,” KChr [1965] 226 n. 
21).
87 Faure {supra n. 86) 226-227; 1988, 87-88.
88 Hood and Warren {supra n. 79) 180, no. 19.
89 See Hood and Warren {supra n. 79) 169-170 no. 2 (Melambes), 170 no. 3 (Psy
cheion), 173-174 no. 8 (Bionnos), and 188-189 no. 36 (Pantanassa). For Melambes, cf. su
pra n. 78.
90 I.Cret. I.xvii.2, 4A & B, 5, 6, 8. The attribution of these inscriptions to Gortyn is 
based chiefly upon prosopographic grounds. See Perlman, 136-137.
91 See e.g. M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 118.
92 Polyb. 4.55.6. Van Effenterre, 165-172, noted that the civil strife need not have been 
precipitated by the Lyktian war, but may have begun sometime earlier for entirely differ
ent reasons.
93 K. Rigsby, “Notes sur la Crète hellénistique," REG 99 ( 1986) 353, n. 13.
94 J. Baillet, Inscriptions grecques et latines des Tombeaux des Rois ou Syringes III 
(Cairo 1920-1926) 816.
95 F. Preisigke and E Bilabel, Sammelbuch griechischer Urkunden aus Aegypten I (Ber- 
lin/Leipzig 1918) no. 4057.
96 For the location of Lykastos and its possible identification with Mycenaean Ru-ki-to, 
see J. K. McArthur, Place-Names in the Knossos Tablets. Identification and Location, Mi
nos. Supp. 9 (Salamanca 1993) 145-146 with earlier bibliography.
97 Strabo 10.4,14 ai ôè onyxaTaXEXÔEÎotxL jtôLelç otixét’ Etal, MlXt|tôç te xai 
Avxaoioç, tt]v ôè xtbçav iqv pèv ÈvEip,avTo Apttlol tt']v ôè Kvcoaoiot xctTaoxœtpavTEÇ 
TT]V JTÔX.IV.
98 Polyb. 22.15. For the mission of Ap. Claudius, see supra n. 80.
99 AP 7. 448 & 449.
100 A. S. F. Gow and D. L. Page, The Greek Anthology. Hellenistic Epigrams II (Cam
bridge 1965)323-324.
101 O. Masson, “Cretica VI-IX,” BCH 109 (1985) 197-198. Masson reported the sug
gestion of P. Faure (per ep.) that Lykastos was perhaps located at Astritsi rather than Ras
telli. If so, another location for Diatonnion must be sought.
102 Gow and Page {supra n. 100) 308.
103 Gondiccas, 280-285.
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104 I.Cret. II.xv (Hyrtacina). 3 'Eçpaiap naçiôôvxa èrti ÔE^ià I xeîpar Swociq/ou 
0vyciTlT|Q naatpvdaxa nEQya.pt.Llcx to yévoç.
105 Chaniotis 1995, 29.
106 For a recent study of the history of the sanctuary of Asklepios at Lebena, see A. Sa- 
velkoul, “Sur une épigramme de Lébéné (Incr. Creticae, I, 17, 21),” BIBR 55/56 
(1985/1986)11987] 47-56.
107 M. Guarducci, I.Cret. II, p. 163.
108 Chaniotis 1992,410-417.
109 I.Cret. II. xii. 22, lines 1-7 [. . ]tü)l tôç xa a .[-] I F.txaxiExiaç xai JtQEoyT]l[La]ç;. 
ai ôé xa pf] ànocpavrit I [o]/’ ô xôopoç xéXrixai ô ’EXi[ov]0EQvaîoç, jtévte Graxlfigaç à- 
TtOTtvEv Éxaoxov [xjlôv p.f| [n]aQEXÔp£vov. Chaniotis suggests that xôç JipEoyfitag are 
those of sixty years and over.
110 I.Cret. II. xii. 22, lines 7-13 ôo[x]l[i]ç ôé x’ àjioXEijvr|i xàv jxok[i]lxf|iav xwv 
’ApxEptxav [E]ljrayyT|Ä.ctTtD xoîç xôopoi[ç] I xoïç ’Ekou0EQvaioiç- ai ôé x[a] I pf] 
ÈJxayYxiXT], xà Oîva pi] ilvqpEv xœivv.
111 Citizenship: I.Cret. I.xix [Malla].3A; I.Cret. Ill.iv. [ItanosJ.l; I.Cret. III.vi [Prai- 
sos].8, I.Cret. IV, 168 (restored). Constitution: I.Cret. I.xxiv [Priansos].2; I.Cret. Ill.iv [ka
nos],8. AH citations are Hellenistic (3rd-2nd B.C.) and so provide good parallels for our text.
112 It must be admitted that the closest parallel to our text is found in the civic oath of 
Itanos and has precisely this meaning: xai o<v> JTQ[okeitpÉ]æ xàv 7toXiXE[i]lav ovxe è[v 
JTokÉlpœt ovxE êv Ei[Q]lf|vat xaxà xo ô[vv]axôv {I.Cret. Ill.iv [Itanos].8, lines 36-38). If 
the two verbs JiQokEtJiw and curoXEtrai) are indeed synonyms, we would be forced to ima
gine a law requiring a traitor to advise the authorities of his intentions!
113 Chaniotis (1992), l.c.
114 See the statement to this effect by H. van Effenterre, “Les deux inscriptions de 
Nési,” in H. van Effenterre et al. (eds) EAEYØEPNA II. 1 (Rhethymnon 1991) 29.
115 M. Guarducci, I. Cret. IV, p. 79.
116 H. van Effenterre, “Nouvelles lois archaïques de Lyttos,” BCH 109 (1985) 157-188, 
esp. 187-188.
117 Faure {supra n. 86) 229.
118 Souda s.v. Mixtoç, Mixoç: ovopa hôàecjç.
119 For the silver issues, see J.-N. Svoronos, Numismatique de la Crète ancienne (Bonn 
repr. 1972) 243-244; for the bronze coin, see Faure {supra n. 76) 72-73. An example of 
one of the silver issues (Svoronos, pl. XXII 20) was found in the hoard of 1936. Le Rider 
suggests that the hoard was uncovered at Siwa, a village to the south of Phaistos, and dates 
its deposition to ca. 280-270 B.C. (Le Rider, 18, 41-49).
120 Faure, l.c. Cf. Gondiccas, 272-274.
121 M. Guarducci, “Una nuova confederazione a Creta, gli Orii,” Riv.Fil. (1938) 50-55.
122 Van Effenterre, 119-127.
123 Van Effenterre, l.c.
124 Van Effenterre, l.c., argued contra Guarducci {supra n. 120), that the terms of the 
agreement were fully reciprocal.
125 Guarducci, l.c.
126 Cf. also Steph. Byz. 354.11-12 Kavxavoç, jxôXlç Kqt|xt]Ç, tbç Eevudv èv jtEQiOQiov 
(for |x<n] JXEQI ’Opiov) Kgnxixov xÔJiou. For the location of ancient Kantanos in the vi
cinity of modem Kadre or Kantanos, see Gondiccas, 26-31,44-48.
127 Indeed, the patronymic suffix occurs in the name of only one of the Cretan phylai 
([-]xiôâv, I.Cret. II. v [Axos].28).
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128 H. van Effenterre, “Inscriptions archaïques crétoises,” BCH 70 [1946] 588-590, no. 
1. Cf. P. Faure, “La Crète aux cent villes,” BAssBudé (1960) 244, oi IlQEJicnôai “forment 
... un village descendant d’un même ancêtre ... et non un État.” J. Bennet suggests (per ep.) 
that the geometric-archaic settlement at Anavlochos is perhaps to be identified as the 
home of the Prepsidai. See P. Demargne, “Recherches sur le site de Anavlochos,” BCH 55 
(1931)365-407.
129 For the location of Setaia, see Sanders, 16 and 136 (1/12).
130 Ps. Scylax 47 riQaioàç ôtf)XEt àpcpOTÉ^œOev.
131 Steph. Byz. 305 tHtiç; ôrjpoç Aaxtovixfjç, xai Tfjç KyfiTqç JtôXiç; Diog. Laert. 
1.107 EùOwpçwv ô’ ô 'HpaxXEiôov tov Hovtixoù, KQfjrâ cpqaiv el var 'HiEiav yap 
JTÔktv El vat Kqtittiç. Unfortunately, nothing is known about Euthyphron, the son of He- 
rakleides.
132 The subjugation of Stalai by Hierapytna must have occurred at the time of 
Hierapytna’s conquest of Praisos several decades earlier (145-140 B.C.). For the date of 
the conquest, see M. Guarducci, I.Cret. Ill, pp. 91-92; S. Spyridakis, Ptolemaic Itanos and 
Hellenistic Crete (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London 1970) 56-57.
133 For the location of Stalai, see Sanders, 136 (1/10); Faure (1963) 25-26.
134 Gschnitzer {supra n. 3).
135 Mention must be made of the suggestion of A. Inglese, “ltinerario cretese dei theo- 
roi di Delfi: proposta di integrazione nel percorso orientale,” MGR 16 (1991) 165-171, 
that the toponym Srakat should perhaps be restored to the list of Cretan toponyms in the 
grande liste of theorodokoi from Delphi (SEG 26 624 col. 4.1). I regret that I was not 
aware of this article when I prepared my discussion of this same section of the Delphic list 
for publication (Perlman). This reading does not suit the traces as recorded by J. Oulhen to 
whom I am indebted for providing me with a copy of his text of this inscription in advance 
of his much awaited publication of it.
136 Views vary as to which communities should be regarded as members of the list of 
Gortynian dependencies. For Larsen, Aulon and Kaudos, Amyklaion, Lebena, Bene, 
Boibe, and Rhytion “can be identified with more or less certainty as perioikic communities 
subject to Gortyn” (Larsen 16). The list of Manganaro includes Lebena, Rhittenia, Pyran- 
thos, Aulon and Rhytion (Manganaro [supra n. 79] 54-56).
137 I have omitted from this discussion the well-known decree of Gortyn for Kaudos 
(I.Cret. IV, 184) for reasons of topography and chronology. The island of Kaudos lies well 
to the west of the shores of the Mesara. Gortyn’s interest in the island was probably 
prompted by somewhat different historic and economic factors from those at play closer to 
home. Furthermore, the agreement dates to the second century B.C. Those pertaining to 
the Mesara settlements are for the most part earlier and so provide us with a rare glimpse 
of the situation during the archaic and classical periods.
138 As will be made clear in the discussion which follows, the location of several of 
these ancient toponyms is either uncertain or controversial.
139 On the settlement history of the Asterousia mountains, see P. Faure, “Recherches sur 
le peuplement des montagnes de Crète: sites, cavernes et cultes, iii. Massif des Asterous
ia,” BCH 89 (1965) 37-40.
140 For the settlement history of this watershed, see D. J. Blackman and K. Branigan, 
“An Archaeological Survey of the Lower Catchment of the Ayiofarango Valley,” BSA 72 
(1977)13-84.
141 For Inatos, see M. Guarducci, I.Cret. I, p. 98. EtkEtOuta Bivaxta, whose cult at In- 
atos was mentioned by Stephanus, was included last in the list of oath gods in a treaty of 
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Gortyn, Hierapytna and Priansos (I.Cret. IV, 174, lines 60-61, 76, 2nd century B.C.). This 
suggests that at least at the time of this agreement Inatos was part of the po/is of Priansos.
142 The role of Sparta as colonizer has been doubted in the past, but Irad Malkin has re
cently argued not only that Sparta was a colonizer but that she was somewhat precocious 
in this regard. He locates the most active period of Spartan colonization before the First 
Messenian War in the eighth century B.C.. For the date, see I. Malkin, Myth and Territory 
in the Spartan Mediterranean (Cambridge 1994) 111-113.
143 In addition to this reference to the Amyklaioi, there was a cult of Apollo Amyklaios 
at Gortyn (I.Cret. IV, 72, col. Ill, 8) and a month name Amyklaios in the Gortynian calen
dar (I.Cret. IV, 182).
144 Larsen, 16; M. Guarducci, I.Cret. IV, p. 173; Willetts 1955, 119.
145 Steph. Byz. 88.3 eoti xat JiôUç ’ApézÀaiov èv K^qir) xai ÔQ[.ioç. For the identifi
cation of Amyklai and Kommos, see J. Shaw, “Excavations at Kommos (Crete) during 
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Figure 1.1 The Independent Poleis of Crete
I polis (* nominal form is not attested), (modern place name)
II explicit attestation as a polis in an archaic or classical source
III explicit attestation as a polis in a Hellenistic source

x(i) = citation of Hellenistic source by Roman or later source
IV explicit attestation as a polis
V polis status confirmed by: 

coins:
C(i) = 5thB.C.
C(ii) =4th-3rd B.C.

in a later source 

political institutions:
PI(i) = archaic
PI(ii) = classical

C(iii) = unknown 
theorodokoi'.

Pl(iii) = Hellenistic 
laws:

Th = late 3rd B.C. 
treaties:

Tr(i) = archaic
Tr(ii) = classical
Tr(iii) = Hellenistic

L(i) = archaic 
L(ii) = classical
L(iii) = Hellenistic

' For the identification of the settlement at Prinias as Apollonia, see Faure 1963, 16-17.

I n in IV V

1 * Aivaeîç (-vaoi) (Kastelli) C(ii)
2 'AXXapia (Chamalevri) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
3 AvûjttoXiç (Anopolis ) X C(iii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
4 'AnoXAcovia (Prinias)1 X X C(iii). Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(i)
5 "ArrTapa (-Tepa) (Megala Chorafia) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
6 'ApaStyv (Aradaina) X Th, Tr(iii)
7 * 'Apiaïoi (Arvi) C(iii), Tr(iii)
8 ’ApKa6e$ (Inion: Kefala) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), PI(ii,iii)
9 Biâvvoç (Ano Biannos: Chorakia) X X C(iii), Trfiii), Pl(iii)
10 Bicbvvoç (Kerame: Pyrgos) Th
11 rôpTWç (Gortyna) X X X C(i,ii), Th, Tr(i,ii,iii), PI(i,ii,iii), L(i,ii,iii)
12 AaTTCtAXa (Aphrati) PI(i). L(i)
13 Apaypôç (Koutsoulopetres: Kastri) x(i) X Tr(iii)
14 Apfjpoç (Neapolis: Hag. Antonios ) X X Tr(i.iii), PI(i,iii), L(i)
15 ‘EXeuBepva (Prines) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), PI(i,iii), L(i,iii)
16 EAtuvio (Kounavoi: Ellinika) Tr(iii), PI(i,iii), L(i)
17 "EXupo$ (Rhodovani) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
18 * EpTaïoi (Melidochori: Kasteriotis) Tr(iii)
19 * Epcovtoi CEpàvvioi) (Agios Georgios) Tr(iii)
20 'HpaxAeiov (Irakleion) Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
21 ' lEpcrrrvTva (Hierapetra) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
22 "IdTpcov (Kalo Chorio: Pyrgos/Nisi Panteleimon) X X Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
23 "iTctvoy (Erimoupolis) X X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
24 Kepaia (-péa) (Meskla) C(ii), Th
25 Kvcoooç (Knossos) X X C(i, ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(ii.iii). L(iii)
26 KuScovia (Chania) X X C(i,ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
27 Accrrrra (Aauirri) (Argyroupolis) X X C(ii), Th. Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
28 Aaaoaia (Aaoaoia) (opposite Trafos Isl.) X Th
29 AaTco (Goulas) + Lato Pros Kamara (Hag. Nikolaos) X X C(iii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(iii)
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Figure 1.2 The Independent Poleis of Crete

30 Aia(a)6ç (Aiaaa) (Hagios Kyrkos) X X C(ii), Th. Tr(ii). Pl(iii)
31 Aùktoç (Askoi-Xidas) X X C(i, ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(i.ii.iii), L(i)
32 MâXÀa (Malles) X C(iii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
33 MctTaXov (Malala) Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
34 MiÀaToç (Milatos) X Tr(i.iii)
35 "OaÇoç ("AÇoç) (Axos ) X X X C(ii), Th. Tr(iii), PI(i,ii,iii), L(i.ii.iii)
36 ’OX0Û5 (Elounda) X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
37 rtavTOpaTpiov (Slavromenos) X C(iii)
38 rtÉÀKiç (FIéXkiv) (Kontokynigi) Th
39 rtÉTpa (Liopetra) C(iii), Tr(iii)
40 TToXixva 1 (Cape Trypitos) X? C(iii)
41 TloXi/va 2 (Vryses: Hag. Georgios) X C(ii), Th, Pl(iii)
42 FloXupprivia (Epano Palaiokastro) X X C(ii), Th.Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
43 Tlpaioôç (Praisos) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
44 rtpiavooç (Kasteliana) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
45 PaÛKOç (Hag. Myron) X X C(ii), Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
46 Pi'Oupva (Rhethymnon) X C(ii), Th
47 SußpiTa (Thronos) X X C(ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
48 Tàvoç (Almyrida/Castel Apicorno) X C(iii)
49 Tàppa (Hag. Roumeli) X C(ii), Th.Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
50 TûXio(a)oç (Tyl isos ) X C(ii), Tr(ii.iii), Pl(ii.iii)
51 ’YpTaxiva (Temenia: Kastri) X C(ii), Tr(iii), PI(ii)
52 (DaiaTOç (Phaistos ) X C(i, ii), Th, Tr(iii), Pl(iii), L(i)
53 OâXavvcdi) (Onithi) X Th
54 (DaXàaapva (south of Cape Koutri) X(i) X C(i, ii), Th. Tr(iii), Pl(iii)
55 TuxeTov (Cape Melissa) X Th. Tr?(iii)
56 Xepoovaaoç (Limen Chersonisos) x(i) X C(ii), Tr(iii). Pl(iii)
57 "GOXepoç (Mescleroi) x(i) X Th
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